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When you need exceptional color consistency,
depend on Sherwin-Williams, and ColorSnap Precision our exclusive

system for delivering gallon -to -gallon color consistency for reliable

color matching and touch-ups. From initial product formulation to

final tinting at one of our 4,000 -plus stores, you can count on

Sherwin-Williams to make predictability a real art form.

Find out more at colorsnap.com.
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EMBRACING CHANGE
Change is unavoidable. It can be difficult when it doesn't
bring the results we hope for, but without it, advancement
would not be possible. Life, and industry, would become
stagnant. Wc need change to jolt us out of complacency and
move us forward.

When possible, it helps to anticipate change and prepare
for it. With 2018 right around the corner, it's a good time
to take stock in where the real estate business stands to cle-
termine what kind of adjustments to plan for in the New
Year. We turned to some of our members for their insights
on where the market is headed based on where it is now, and
you can see what they had to say on p8.

Like everything else, IREM itself is subject to change and
has actually been undergoing several invigorating transfor-
mations of its own. You're most likely already aware of some
of them-holding regional meetings throughout the year is
one. Shifting from an annual Capitol Hill visit to local in -dis-
trict meetings is another, one that's reflected upon on 24 of
our Spotlight section.

A more recent development-and one we're thrilled
about-is the addition of Denise LeDuc-Froemming as our
new CEO and EVP. We've been enjoying getting to know her
better and encourage you to do the same by turning to 36
and reading about what motivates her in life and work.

Then, of course, it's time for a changing of the guard for
IREM Officers, which means my term as your president is
coming to an end. I would like to take this opportunity to
thank you for allowing me to serve you in this capacity; it's
been a pleasure meeting so many of you on my journeys and
hearing about your experiences as part of IREM and the
world of real estate.

But we're not going to stop there-there are a few other ex-
citing developments on the horizon for IREM that you'll be
hearing more about soon. We hope that when you do, you'll
embrace them and perhaps use them to spark some changes
of your own.
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CIRCADIAN STIMULUS (CS) AND SLEEP,
THERE IS A CONNECTION BETWEEN

AND DEPRESSION AND STRESS IN
OFFICE -BASED WORKERS.

LIGHTINE
FINDS MORNI
STRESS AT \

A new study from the Lighting Research Center (LRC) at Rensse-
laer Polytechnic Institute found that office employees who receive a big dose
of circaclian-eflèctive light in the morning-from either electric lighting or day-
light-experience better sleep and lower levels of depression and stress than those
who spend their early work hours in dim or low light levels. Led by Dr. Mariana
Figueiro, director of the LRC's Light and Health program, the LRC research
team investigated the connection between circadian stimulus (CS) and sleep, and
depression and stress in office -based workers.

"Our study shows that exposure to high CS during the day, particularly in the
morning, is associated with better overall sleep quality and mood scores than ex-
posure to low CS," Figueiro stated. "The present results are a first step toward pro-
moting the adoption of new, more meaningful metrics for field research, providing
fresh ways to measure and quantify circadian-efFective light."

Participants who received high amounts of morning light reported lower levels
of stress than those receiving low light. This finding was consistent during both
winter and summer.

GSA's Bryan Steverson said, "The data from this research will help support our
efforts in developing new lighting practices that can optimize health benefits for
federal employees working in our federal buildings." The study citecL is the first re-
search to measure personal circadian light exposure in office workers by using
a device calibrated to measure circadian-effe
light. In addition, it is the first to directly relate
cadian-effective light measures to mood, stress
sleep outcomes.

WORKING IN A SPACE WITH
LIMITED NATURAL LIGHT?
Visit prevention.com/rnind- body/light
therapy-happy-seasonal--affective-disorder
for a rundown of the top seven light therapy
devices to keep you happy and productive.

Beurer Daylight Lamp with Natural Sunlight
Simulation / $45 / amazon.com

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF AMAZON

NF.\VSFLASH . BUZZ::

WHAT IS
DRIVING THE
SOARING
DEMAND FOR
ART STORAGE?
Apollo Magazine, Mason

As more wealthy investors collect fine
art and other collectibles, art -storage
firms have seen an uptick in demand.
Their services include use of fireproof
buildings, trained security personnel,
surveillance cameras and motion de-
tectors. Crating, shipping, customs and
condition reports also are offered, and
clients have the option to share rooms
with others or have private rooms for
their collections. Viewing spaces where
dealers and art advisors can display
their artworks are another feature. Pri-
vate collectors may also use viewing
spaces on a short-term basis.

"I think that from 30 to 50 per-
cent of major collectors use our
viewing rooms, where they can
take friends to see their other col-
lections," said Simon Hornby, presi-
dent and CEO of New York -based art
logistics firm Crozier Fine Arts.

In addition to traditional art -storage
firms, collectors and dealers also are us-
ing duty-free warehouses-freeports-
to store their holdings, because of the
tax advantages they offer. The require-
ments of insurers drive much of the de-
mand. Extreme weather also is a major
issue for collectors and insurers. Accord-
ing to Vivian Ebersman, director of Art
Expertise at AXA Art Americas Corp.,
there are a number of criteria art col-
lectors, dealers and museum directors
should focus on when selecting a fine
art storage firm. First and foremost are
humidity- and temperature -controlled
storage spaces. Other considerations in-
clude the security of the warehouse, the
training and background of the on -site
employees, and the internal procedures
for checking and maintaining the stor-
age spaces.
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%CHOOSING PAINT
YiCOLOR PALETTES

FOR YOUR RESIDENTIAL UNITS
A N D CO M MO N S PACES Multifamily Executive

Choosing paint color palettes for apartment community common
spaces and individual rental units is a task many painters and property man-

agers struggle with. Color experts at KILZ Paint, the makers of Complete Coat

Paint -and -Primer -In -One, were surveyed for their solutions to some of the toughest
paint questions. They maintained that when experimenting with multiple colors,
it's best to pair colors that share a connection to each other-colors that sit next to

each other on the color wheel or that have the same undertone. For those looking

to use colors to make common spaces feel bigger, apartment operators should know

that light, cool colors tend to create a distancing effect, stretching the perception ol
proximity and expanding the feel of a room. Meanwhile, some colors are associat-
ed with luxury. These include black, gold and deep purple. For managers aiming

to improve the durability of a color, KILZ Paint recommends neutrals-grays,
whites, tans and taupes-all of which can expand the life of a wall color. All four
tones are easily updated by changing out accent colors.

One challenge where some operators stumble is in choosing door colors for
units. Apartment door colors can be conservative or expressive as desired. Black,
brown, charcoal, beige and white are generally the classic door color choices due
to their versatility and neutrality. However, if the community's management per-
mits, eye -popping door colors like red, coral, aqua and yellow can provide a fun
punch of color that attracts prospective residents and makes existing ones feel at
home. Finally, some operators are aiming to go the extra mile by pairing interior
apartment color with exterior common space color. To bridge the difference, one
standard practice is to keep at least one color in common. Then, update all other
accents as necessary in order to keep all spaces from feeling dated.

We are made wise not by
the recollection of our past,
but by the responsibility for
our future.
-GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

Exploration is the engine that drives
innovation. Innovation drives econom-
ic growth. So let's all go exploring.
-EDITH WIDDER

Even ill knew that tomorrow the
world would go to pieces, I would still
plant my apple tree.
-MARTIN LUTHER

Vitality shows in not only
the ability to persist but in
the ability to start over.
-F. SCOTT FITZGERALD

All things are possible until they are
proved impossible-and even the im-
possible may only be so, as of now.

-PEARL S. BUCK

Standing in the middle of the road is
very dangerous; you get knocked down
by the traffic from both sides.
-MARGARET THATCHER

It isn't the mountain head
that wears you out; it's the
grain of sand in your shoe.
-ROBERT W. SERVICE

Adventure is just bad planning.
-ROALD AMUNDSEN
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-ROBERT W. SERVICE

Adventure is just bad planning.
-ROALD AMUNDSEN
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Mall owners and operators say there are still
some things about visiting a physical retail
space that cannot be replicated online. As

_________ the retail industry continues to evolve,
shopping centers nationwide are seizing
new opportunities to move beyond hous-

themselves into activity hubs.
ing bricks -and -mortar stores to transform

noted a half -dozen ways shopping centers are
-\ JLL Real Views columnist William Polk

maximizing space in today's intensely competi-
tive environment.
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FOLLOW
UP OR.
FALL DOWN ..

Some mornings when I power on my com-
puter, all I see is red. The red of those small,
seemingly innocuous follow-up flags in Outlook
I use to indicate I am awaiting anything from a
simple response, to a notice of a task completed
from another person. They whisper, "This is un-
finished business, there is more work to be done."
I'm not alone; people have told me those red flags
live in their inhox, too. And, to he fair, I'm surc
people have flags on some e -mails because of me.

If you're anything like me, your days are over-
filled with innumerable pulls on your time. How-
ever, busy doesn't always translate to productivity.
Like cars in a line of traffic, until the car in front of
you moves, you can't; and that car can't move un-
til the one in front of it moves; and so on. Someone
has to be the traffic cop and move things along.

How can you can proceed to your destination
when blocked by inaction?

It can be a formal log, highlighted notes-and
yes, even red -flagged e-mails-but everything
for which you are depending on another's work
should be recorded. Record it all: an asphalt RFP,
an important question to be answered, even a va-
cation brochure you requested. You name it, re-
cord it for reference.

Tip: Records can be as simple as a list by responsi-
ble party or due date. The more delegation you're
doing, the better to have a more flexible system.
Develop an Excel sprcadsheet that can be sort-

ed by name, due date, follow-up date, property
name, issue type, status, etc.

Tip: For those red -flagged e -mails, change the sub-
ject line to serve as everything you need to know.
Try this format: "OP Chris: Letter of Intent Due
12/08." Now, with a glance, you can see open issues.

1'he adagc, "what gets measured, gets done" ap-
plies. Monitor the assignment record, and let peo-
Pie know you'll do so. Log the status as the work
moves along, or worse, slows to a standstill. Watch
those open issues like the traffic officer anticipates
traffic flow. Have patience, yes, but when injeop-
ardy of losing good results, blow the whistle and
move things along.

Tip: Reminders can have more than one round.
save time, try a first response of forwarding the

complete email thread to the responsible person,
stating, "Second Request: How is this coming
along?" If after that you're still waiting, "Third
Request: Please submit within 24 hours or contact
me with your update."

'l'rust the work of those who have proven them-
selves as exceptional. You don't want to over -su-
pervise and micromanage. However, keeping a
watchful eye on assignments prevents negative
consequences and keeps traffic moving along. Af
ter all, results are caused by actions, not intent.

NATALIE D.
BRECHER. CPM,
(NBRECHER'

BRECHER
ASSOCIATES.COM)

IS PRESIDENT
OF BRECHER &
ASSOCIATES IN
REDONDO BEACH.
CALIF.

LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE REM
PUBLICATION,
TRANSFORMATIONAL
LEADERSHIP IN THE
NEW AGE OF REAL
ESTATE (2ND EDITION.
2016). WRITTEN BY
CHRISTOPHER LEE

AVAILABLE AT
IREMBOOKS.ORG.
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The use of electric
vehicles is on the
rise, but charging
stations for them can be elusive.
Plugshare can keep you powered up
with its database of more than 90,000
public charging stations, displayed in
map format, and featuring ratings and
compatibility notes. You can contrib-.
ute to the database as well, by pro-
'iding reviews of stations you use and
adding stations to the map that haven't
been accounted for yet.
-o AVAILABLE: Android, OS

PRICE: Free

p

If you're looking tbr a
robust reference app
for instant informa-
tion and computation,
you'll hit the mother lode with the
\VolframlAlpha app. Using an exten-
sive compilation of knowledge and
algorithms from the Wolfram IAlpha
knowledge engine, and supported by
25 years of development, it generates
reports and answers to calculations
from thousands of domains such as
words and linguistics, astronomy, so-
cioeconomic data and more. Whereas
with other search engines you run the
risk of getting a list of information
that's almost-but not quite-what
you need, Wolfram

I
Alpha provides

itiformation that's more specific to the
inquiry you give it.
-o AVAILABLE: Android, Windows

PRICE: $2.99

MOST OF THESE
APPS ARE FREE TO

DOWNLOAD AND
ARE DESIGNED

FOR MOST MOBILE
DEVICES

(''\
Many business
professionals live
their lives in almost
constant motion; even when they're
not physically moving, their brains arc
still activated, and it can be hard to
put on the brakes. Research has shown
that a few minutes of meditation every
day can quiet that internal clamor and
provide several other health benefits.
Simple Habit, designed by a group of
Harvard psychologists and meditation
experts, offers thousands of medita-
tions that are applicable to numerous
life situations (public speaking, work
frustrations) and won't steal too much
time from your busy schedule-each
meditation takes only five minutes.

o AVAILABLE: Android, lOS
PRICE: Free, with options for
in -app purchases

Online ads can he so
annoying, especially
when they interrupt
an important browsing session. Better
wants to help improve your browsing
experience, and it wants to help you
learn about creating a better experi-
ence for yourself, too. It will block the
ads you don't want to see, allow you
to still see ads from the sites you like
that promote responsibly, and even
block ad blockers-but it also provides
education about ways in which shady
advertisers operate and affect your
privacy.

\-o AVAILABLE: Phone, iPad
PRICE: $4.99

rco Ly i!.' A.ajre

CLOUD -BASED SECURITY

Connecting
You Anytime,
Anywhere
Introducing MAXPRO Cloud, a
scalable, cloud -based security
management solution for small and
medium businesses. Providing real-time
access control and video surveillance
- across multiple properties - to your
mobile device, MAXPRO Cloud delivers
on -the -go security management that
drives performance, improves safety and
streamlines operations.

MAXPRO Cloud is designed to seamlessly
connect business owners to their security
management systems - at any time, from
anywhere. While you can't be everywhere
at once, with MAXPRO Cloud, you don't
have to be.

Empowering you to work smarter.

Get your free demo at maxprocLoud.com today!

Honeywell MAXPRO Coud
THE POWER OF CONNECTED

d 2017 Honeyweu International. AR rights reserved.
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THE CONSENSUS AMONG
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
SPECIALISTS AND OTHER
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
PROFESSIONALS IS THAT
2018 WILL BE ANOTHER
STRONG YEAR FOR REAL
ESTATE GENERALLY,
although the industry seems to have
passed the peak of the "up" cycle. Con-
ceivably, a downturn is lurking, but it's
not immediately in view.

The outlook for residential real estate
shows increasing demand for Class B
and C product. While demand is also

high for Class A, that's where most of the new development has been, and supply
might have outpaced demand in some markets. Managers of industrial property
can expect good business in 2018; retail and office are both mixed bags. Com-
mercial managers might face challenges in keeping their properties fully leased,
depending on local conditions.

Increasing demand for apartment space is good news for property managers,
since demand for their services will stay high in most markets. But with that de-
mand will come pressure to keep both occupancy and service levels high. Rent
growth is inevitable, and residents will expect more, and more efficient, services to
justify what they're paying.

Property managers might enjoy working with the larger, more luxurious apart-
ment buildings that are proliferating in major cities, but their skills will be tested.
Probably the best advice for property managers in the current climate is to seek the
difficult jobs, and welcome the challenges, because the best professionals are in a
position to cash in on market conditions.

"As rents climb, residents will have an increasing
expectation of value. We can't use the Harry Potter room
expander and make their apartments bigger, so there'll
be pressure on managers to deliver high -quality service
and meet resident expectations in terms of the basics of
maintenance and repair.

JOSEPH GREENBLATT, CPM, CEO
OF SUNRISE MANAGEMENT, AMO
(San Diego), said that the national eco-
nomic outlook bodes well for real estate,

" and thus for the property management
industry. However, he warned that man-
agers will be under pressure to provide
added value.

"We're already into our budget
preparations for 2018, creating guide -

0 lines, trying to understand where the
apartment business is going. We're do-
ing not just 2018 budgets, but five-year
forecasts. We're seeing good employ-
ment data, which tends to drive hous-
ing demand, so we pay attention to job
formation and job growth. Things are
looking pretty rosy overall for multi-
family. This will be another strong
year, on a local basis anyway. Broad-
ly, we'll see moderation in rent and
income growth. Some of that is driven
by a failure of incomes to keep up with
rent growth and affordability. In some

cases, supply will outstrip demand in the short term, hut broadly, continued strong
occupancies, as they're measured nationally, will decline to a more healthy and
typical 95 percent, from today's hyper -high 97 to 98 percent. But in most markets,
occupancy will still be strong, with reasonable expectation on the part of investors
and owners that they'll be the beneficiaries of continued rent growth.

"As rents climb, residents will have an increasing expectation of value. We can't
use the Harry Potter room expander and make their apartments bigger, so there'll
be pressure on managers to deliver high -quality service and meet resident expecta-
tions in terms of the basics of maintenance and repair. Managers will have to pay
attention not only to core customer service components, but also to technology:
the ability to pay rent, execute leases and process work orders online. That's where
a lot of the burden of offering enhanced value will fall. There will be pressure to
maintain properties better and update amenities so that residents don't experience
a disconnect between the value and the rent."

As for which markets will perform best, Greenblatt said he's concerned overall
about the Western states, which may be slightly too well supplied. Demand, he
added, will be increasingly concentrated in B and C product.

"The trouble spots are markets like Houston, where supply zigged when demand
zagged," he said. "In Seattle, the economy has been performing at an extraordi-
nary level for years, but if there's any kind of a hiccup there, I don't know how
they'll support all the development. Seattle is exposed to risk, but on the whole its
long-term outlook is strong. Charlotte, Dallas/Fort Worth and Washington D.C.
are other markets where development could overshoot demand. In our markets,
though, the outlook is positive."
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is very strong and
will continue to
be so into 2018,
especially on the
coasts.

JOSEPH MANASSERI, EXECUTIVE MANAGING DIREC-
TOR OF ASSET SERVICES FOR CUSHMAN & WAKE-
FIELD, AMO (Ncw York tn-state region), agreed that the
overall picture is favorable, hut advised that multifamily
growth probably peaked this year. The coming year, he said,
will see a slowdown of permits and new construction, partic-

ularly in Class A, which developers believe is overbuilt.
"In contrast," he said, "industrial property is very strong

and will continue to be so into 2018, especially on the coasts.

Office is a mixed bag, depending on where you are. We see a

lot of uncertainty going into 2018.
"Real estate services companies have an opportunity to

differentiate themselves. Cushman & Wakefield looks to
maximize the efficiencies in our owners' buildings, minimize
costs and create value. We manage nearly 100 million square

feet for investor and owner occupier clients in the Tn-State
area, and owners are looking to us to understand their in-
vestment criteria and help them maintain and expand, in an
environment where cap rates are compressing and interest

rates are rising."
Institutional investors tend to be long-term holders, Manas-

sen said, while other investors are looking for the right time
to sell and move on. In multifamily, markets are changing
and are sometimes hard to read.

"Los Angeles is one of the strongest this year, with a sig-
nificant jump in housing construction," he said. "I see pos-
itive growth in San Francisco. In New York City, Brooklyn
and Long Island City, the multifamily construction is so im-
pressive, but I'm not sure that it'll carry over to next year.
Demand is peaking now. You won't see as many permits, as

many cranes in the sky.
"Given the shifting market dynamics, it's a prime time to

he in the property management business, to help owners solve

problems and create value. The multifamily lending markets
will be somewhat cautious and selective, but the core markets

will remain strong performers. If we continue to have job
growth, we'll have absorption, especially where there's good
public transportation and a strong amenities base."
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"I foresee slow
increases in
interest rates,
which should be
absorbed with no
problem.

GREG WILLETT, CHIEF ECONOMIST AT REALPAGE, a
pFOl)Crty management software company based in Rich-
ardson, Texas, said "stabilization" will be a key word for
2018. Real estate is past its peak performance for this cycle,
but the overall numbers are healthy. Some of the premier
headline -grabbing markets, especially on the coasts, that got

so much attention in the early phases of the cycle will slow

down, because so much product has been delivered and costs

of construction have run up.
"The next tier of markets-Texas, the Carolinas, some of

the Southeast-is where you see the strongest performance
today," he said. "For a while, it's been the old story of the
rising tide lifting all boats. Now, the story is still favorable,
but you have to work harder to get top performance.

"We're in a situation now where markets are incredibly
segmented; you have to know your market and your renter
base. In multifamily, the top end of the food chain has a more
competitive environment because the new product is almost
all Class A. Demand for that product is still high, but it's di-
vided by so many new properties coming on line. The middle
market is still tight. We probably will hit peak deliveries this
calendar year, with next year slightly lower, but not much.
l'he employment growth numbers this year have been sur-

prisingly strong, and demographics point to slightly slower
net growth in the number of working -age people."

On the whole, the numbers are healthy, and steady growth
is the most likely outcome, Willett said. "I foresee slow in-
creases in interest rates, which should be absorbed with no
problem."
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Not everyone sees a purely positive pic-
ture. WOODY HELLER, EXECUTIVE
MANAGING DIRECTOR AT SAVILLS
STUDLEY (New York City), sees an
oversupply in parts of the tn-state area.
However, he said, amenities -heavy
larger multifamily developments will
attract tenants-and put pressure on
managers to add value.

Hcller said that Manhattan may suf-
fer from a combination of uncertainty
about the future and the availability of
luxe product at a lower rent in the outer
boroughs and New Jersey. Moreover,
the development and modernization of
those other markets have enhanced the

The market looks strong in the Deep
South, too, for now. CHIP WATTS,
CPM, CCIM, PRESIDENT AND EX-
ECUTIVE CPM FOR WATTS REALTY
CO., AMO, in Birmingham, Ala., pre-
dicts little change for 2018, although
he's less sanguine about the long term.

"We'll have a strong 2018 for mul-
tifarnily," he said. "We're seeing new
projects being announced almost
monthly. Office is just a little soft and

"Many of the Long Island City projects are large in scale,
and thus have the luxury of these incredible amenities
packages that you could not put into a 50 -unit building.

lifestyle available there, with recreational, retail and dining options proliferating.
"Many of the Long Island City projects are large in scale, and thus have the

luxury of these incredible amenities packages that you could not put into a 50 -unit
building," he said. "Link LIC has a 30,000 square foot grocery store that also has
prepared gourmet food, a gym, squash court, basketball court, roof deck, lounges,
movie rooms-amenities that were once strictly associated with condos. With all
that, luxury retail in the surrounding areas isn't required.

"The outlook is positive for New York City as a whole for several reasons. First,
living in a safe city affords you so many opportunities. My kids walk down the
Street today, with no worries about safety. They don't have the instincts that I de-
veloped, growing up in the city when it was less safe. Today, you'll consider letting
your kids grow up in certain neighborhoods that you wouldn't have wanted to live
in years ago. Second, improved public transportation makes it easier and quicker
to get to these neighborhoods outside Manhattan. Third, the amenities in these
new developments provide ways to get around the interim shortcomings that these
neighborhoods still have as they mature and gentrify. Fourth, younger people now
find it preferable to live outside Manhattan, and some of them like the sense of
separation: living in an area that looks and feels different.

a New perspective, this is all good. The more options and experi-
ences we offer, the more attractive we become."

"Retail is in a transitional time. Some of the major chains
are closing units, but single stores are coming back, which
indicates to me that we have a strong economy.

will continue to be so. Relocations from suburban to urban buildings are on the
rise, and total space requirements are increasing because offices have already got-
ten as small as they can get.

"Retail is in a transitional time. Some of the major chains are closing units, but
single stores are coming back, which indicates to me that we have a strong economy."

The overall news is positive for property managers, he said, and for people who
are considering entering the profession.

"Our multifamily market will remain strong, with lots of competition for staff
talent through favorable salaries and benefits," he said. "Our commercial markets
will he flat because we see a lot of space in transition now. In Alabama, you need
a real estate license to lease space, but in some other states, you don't, so manage-
ment companies there might have a larger pool of personnel to choose from.

"The challenges for property managers, in the coming year, will continue to be
the ability to integrate technology into your marketplace, operate smart systems,
and communicate via social media. Alabama will see a strong market in 2018; it's
what could happen after that, that concerns us." .
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TOGETHER

LEARNING FROM ASSET MANAGERS WORKING
IN THE AFFORDABLE HOUSING SECTOR
By Dust/n Read, PhD, JD and Vince Lawton

IREM's Real Estate Asset Management Initiative explores the points of connectivity between the property management and the

asset management professions, as well as ways to help individuals working in both fields collaborate more effectively This exploration

draws upon on going contributions from practitioners representing real estate investment and service firms in the United States.
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IREM recently hosted a round table discussion at the 2017
annual meeting of the Consortium of Housing and Asset
Management (CHAM® in Denver, which brought together asset managers
from across the country to discuss their work in the affordable housing sector and
the ways in which it differs from that of their peers overseeing the financial per-
formance of conventional properties. Several comments made by the individuals
participating in the exercise suggest asset managers employed in all sectors of the
real estate market, irrespective of product type, can learn from those in the afford-
able housing world. This article identifies a number of transferable best practices
that have the potential to improve the asset management processes and priorities
of a diverse array of real estate investment management firms.

BALANCING THE MISSION
AND THE MARGIN
Affordable housing providers are mis-
sion -driven organizations that con-
sciously balance their interests in pro-
moting social welfare with their need
to generate revenues sufficient to fund
their ongoing operations. This re-
quires tradeoffs that influence not only
a company's financial performance,
hut also its culture and reputation in
the industry. Asset managers working
for such organizations are frequently
called upon to weigh the pros and cons
of these decisions because they have an
understanding of real estate as both
an investment vehicle and as a phys-
ical asset serving a group of residents
with unique requirements. While asset
managers working in other sectors of
the real estate market do not necessar-
ily have the same motives, many are
employed by companies that purport
to have corporate objectives extending
beyond profit maximization. Common
examples include promoting environ-
mental sustainability and enhancing
the quality of the neighborhoods in
which they own properties. Asset man-
agers can play a critical role in advanc-
ing these corporate social responsibility
objectives by making sure to explicitly
take them into account when proper-
ty -level business plans and budgets are
prepared and submitted for approval.

CONNECTING WITH

THE COMMUNITY

Asset managers working
for affordable housing
providers are also gen-
erally aware of the link-
ages between the prop-
erties they oversee and
the broader communities in
which they are located. They tend
to be familiar with both the positive
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and negative externalities generated
by the properties in their portfolios and
actively take steps to maximize the for-
mer and minimize the latter when pos-
sible. Engaging in this type of behav-
ior is important because it allows asset
managers to build credibility among
stakeholder groups that may prove
valuable in the event collective action is
needed to resolve community problems
or lobby for public sector resources. Per-
haps too often, asset managers working
in other sectors of the real estate mar-
ket focus far more on competition than
cooperation or collaboration, which
can prevent them from forming useful
alliances that may ultimately help them
do their work more effectively. Viewing
community relationships as a source of
durable competitive advantage can po-
tentially address this issue.

BUILDING BETTER BENCHMARKS
The diverse objectives of many afford-
able housing providers are encourag-
ing their asset managers to build better
benchmarks to measure their success

in stabilizing communities and im-
proving the well-being of low-

and moderate -income fami-
lies. This may involve using
new technologies to track
performance or creating

"mission grids" to measure
improvements in tenants' qual-

ity of life in areas such as housing,
education, health and financial stabil-
ity. While these benchmarks are still
a work in progress in many instances,
other asset managers may benefit from
considering new ways of measuring
their company's performance that are
cognizant of social, environmental and

economic outcomes. These benchmarks may prove advantageous because they
tend to lead to better performance, even when the initial goals aren't achieved.

In the affordable housing sector, heightened and expanded attention to social or

environmental initiatives can yield increased funding from outside institutions via

grants and donations. Market rate operators pursue other sources of capital, but

they can potentially reap the benefits of improved analytics by using the informa-

tion for marketing purposes, or to instill confidence in debt and equity providers

that they can identify problems early and actively take steps to increase the resil-

ience of their properties to changing market conditions and tenant demands.

CLEARLY DEFINING RESPONSIBILITIES
Formally defining asset management processes and pro-
cedures has emerged as a priority for real estate invest-
ment management firms, both inside and outside of the

affordable housing sector. However, many companies
operating in the latter realm have aggressively moved
forward in this area to streamline their operations and
create clear standards for asset managers to follow. These
outcomes are primarily a result of resource constraints that are forcing affordable

housing providers to seek out ways to prevent their asset managers from engaging

in redundant activities or inappropriately prioritizing less important tasks. The

asset management function is becoming more clearly defined within such organi-

zations as a result. As standardization of the role continues, real estate owners and

operators across all sectors may reap the benefits as these professions become even

more adept at capturing value from their respective assets.

MANAGING SCARCE RESOURCES
Asset managers working in the affordable housing sector
must also be extremely creative in maintaining the val-

ue of the assets in their portfolios because they generally

have little cash flow available to reinvest in properties,
due to the rent -controlled environments in which they
operate. "Managing decline" is often the objective, with

asset managers making any number of difficult decisions
along the way. Managing scarce resources is by no means a new concept for asset

managers at large, but taking note of how those working in the affordable housing

sector engage in the process may be worthwhile because it requires ongoing efforts

to control expenses and squeeze value from atypical sources in a highly regulated

setting, while simultaneously devoting attention to tenant needs and capital market

demands. By taking note of how affordable housing asset managers balance these
goals, market rate asset managers working in all sectors of the real estate industry

may be better positioned to tackle old problems from new perspectives. .

DUSTIN C. READ, PH.D., JD, (DCREAOO1aGMAIL.
COM) SERVES AS AN ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND REAL

ESTATE AT VIRGINIA TECH, WHERE HE HOLDS
THE WILLIAM AND MARY ALICE PARK JUNIOR
FACULTY FELLOWSHIP IN THE PROGRAM IN

REAL ESTATE.

VINCE LAWTON (VINCEL95VT.EBU) IS

A SENIOR AT VIRGINIA TECH, STUDYING
REAL ESTATE, FINANCE AND PROPERTY

MANAGEMENT.
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BAM!
3 TACTICS TO
KICK YOUR
MARKETING UP

'1 A NOTCH

Cooking legend has it that famed TV
chef Emeril Lagasse created his signature
catchphrase, "BAM!" as a way to keep ev-
eryone awake during long days on set. If
you've seen his show, you know that Emeril was
famous for loudly shouting "I want to kick it up
a notch-BAM!" right when he was ready to put
the finishing touches on a dish. Always, it was at
just the perfect time-of course, accompanied by
a bold flourish and a drum roll.

Do you want to know how a few select cooking
tips can actually help you in your everyday mar-
keting? Consider first that for truly superb food,
you need the highest quality ingredients, consis-
tent recipes and flexibility. The same is true when
it comes to marketing our companies and our
properties. Great marketing takes patience-and
a little flair-just like any good dish.

Try these tactics from Emeril himself and kick
your company's marketing up a notch, right now.

As almost any chef will tell you, salt makes ev-
erything just a tad tastier. In real estate, creating
long-term relationships makes everything better.
Our ability to connect is the salt, the finishing touch.
A colleague told me me that, although she has a
whole lot of Facebook and Instagram "friends,"
her strategy of penning personal notes to her top
clients is her way of, well, adding a little salt. It has
made a difference in her marketing by offering a
true connection.

Here's hov I n'ad this: It's your job to up the ante
when it comes to marketing-witness Emeril. In-
tegral (and marketable) to his success was his tal-
ent for displaying his unique voice (the BAM!) and
for keeping himself top of mind when we're ready
to cook. And he wasn't afraid of a little spice. He
created his own Emeril's Essence, which was a
combination of his own spices and seasonings,
guaranteed to make an impact.

This tip works in marketing our businesses too,
and your "spice" can be simple. Recently, I was on
a marketing call where we were discussing how to
differentiate-what else could we do to show our
unique voice? Half -jokingly, someone mentioned
the lost art of actually picking up the phone, which
is a great way to add a little spice, and a good
follow-up to the personal note.

Admit it, your grandma has probably shared some
of her basic, classic recipes with you. Without
Grandma (or Emeril), we might not know about
them, or appreciate that consistency in cooking
really works. Want to show your clients how you
can provide solutions for them? Think about the
basics: a strong foundation, credibility and build-
ing trust. Then, highlight them. Too often, we do
great things for our properties and our customers,
but we forget to keep them front and center.

Marketing inspiration and advice can come
from anywhere, even a TV chef. Now, kick it up a
notch and watch what happens. .
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PACKAGE MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS GAIN
SOPHISTICATION By Joseph Dobrian

I

V.

REPORTS
to how fast online retail sales are grow-
ing and how deliveries to apartment
buildings are proliferating as a result.
However, it's generally agreed that
property managers are having to spend
more of their time and other resources
managing packages and working with
delivery companies. The problem be-
comes acute during the holiday season.

According to one package manage-
inent provider, RealPage (Richardson,
'texas), shoppers now make 51 percent
of their purchases online, compared
to 48 percent in 2015 and 47 percent
in 2014. E -commerce's share of retail
sales, last holiday season, was 21.3 per-
cent, up from 15.4 percent in 2015.
A typical apartment community can
receive as many as 100 packages per
week, which can double during the hol-
day season. Camden Property Trust,

AI\'IO, estimates that each package re-
quires 10 minutes of employee produc-
tivity-which, for that company, adds
up to a loss of $3.3 million per year.

Now, though, various solutions have
been introduced, and more will surely
follow. Property management experts
and vendors alike agree that state -of -
the art package management solutions
are already becoming expected ame-
nities in upscale apartment buildings
of any size. This demand inevitably
will trickle down to Class B and Class
C assets. Fortunately, it appears rel-
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atively easy to retrofit most existing
buildings to accommodate those solu-
tions, and easier yet to build them into
new properties.

Cindy Clare, CPM, president of
Kettler Management, AMO (McLean,
Va.), noted that some property manag-
ers have a policy of refusing to accept
packages, but others are using any of
several locker -based solutions that vari-
ous companies provide.

"Using these systems," she said, "a
high percentage of deliveries can go
into lockers, with a notifying text or
email going to the resident, who then
picks up the package without involving
the management staff. That takes care
of 50 to 60 percent of the problem. You
still need a package room for the larger
items, like furniture.

"Over time the locker system will get
bigger. Returns still need to be figured
out. We're now building lockers into
mail rooms or into an extra room in
our new products. They come in a vari-
ety of colors to suit the decor. The next
step is to provide outdoor systems for
garden apartments."

Residents generally react well to

locker systems, since they provide
round-the-clock accessibility. It can
be challenging to install them in older
properties, however, especially those
with a high volume of packages.

Joseph Greenblatt, CPM, president
of San Diego -based Sunrise Manage-
ment, AMO, and past president of
IREM, said the property management
community in general has not adapted
well to the increase in package volume.
Because the increase has been fairly
gradual, he said, managers have tend-
ed to make small incremental changes
in how they handle the flow, and by
now some of them have become over-
whelmed.

"Sometimes a courier will deliver to
the individual apartment, but some-
times they're delivering to a building
office that isn't set up to handle pack-

ages, and the packages take over the
office. You don't get extra revenue for
handling the packages; they present
greater risk of a workmen's comp issue;
and there's greater risk of disappoint-
ing or angering your residents. Say
you order something for your mother's
birthday. That'll be fine if your flight's
on time, but if you arrive late at her
apartment, the office will be closed and
your gift will be locked in there. That's
not a fault of the office staff, but you're
still frustrated.

"I'm fascinated by the failure of the
industry to adapt to this issue, and it's
inevitable that volume will increase as
home shopping becomes more popular.
Some package handling systems have
lockers designed to accept dry clean-
ing, groceries and heated sections for
pizzas. A lot of money is being spent on
the practical problems of a delivered
world." Fortunately, several companies
are offering effective package manage-
ment systems.

Melody Akhtari, director of mar-
keting and communications for Sac-
ramento, Calif. -based Luxer Corp.,
explained that her company's product,
the Luxer Locker, combines secure
lockers with a messaging system and a
touchscreen to let residents access their
packages with little or no management
involvement.

"Deliveries are up by 20 percent ev-
ery year, according to reports and our
customers," she said. "The time spent
on managing packages is enormous
compared to back when it was a polite
service for the resident. Now, manag-
ers sometimes spend four hours a day
signing for packages, storing them, and
piling them up in their pristine lobby.
Property managers are skilled profes-
sionals, so it's a pity for them having to
be a package robot when they're tasked
with turning a building into a com-
munity-especially since there are so
many carriers, and Amazon contrac-
tors might show up 10 times a day. This

USING THESE
SYSTEMS, A HIGH
PERCENTAGE OF
DELIVERIES CAN GO
INTO LOCKERS, WITH A
NOTIFYING TEXT OR EMAIL
GOING TO THE RESIDENT.

THAT TAKES
CARE OF 50 TO 60
PERCENT OF THE
PROBLEM.
-CINDY CLARE, CPM, PRESIDENT OF
KETTLER MANAGEMENT, AMO

is where we come in: automating pack-
age acceptance so property managers
can focus on their work."

The Luxer Locker, Akhtari said, al-
lows the delivery person to find a locker
that corresponds to the package size,
then use a touchscreen to notify the
recipient via phone call, text, or email,
with a single -use access code.

"Residents know they have a package
but don't have to rush home before the
office closes or it gets swiped," Akhtari
said. "It's a win -win, and it's not even
a luxury amenity. You can rent or buy
the service-most managers buy it as
an up -front hard good-and there's an
up -front service charge for the 24 -hour
support. We determine how many lock-
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er sizes you need, depending on your
volume, demographics, etc. It's easy
to add to, but we try to accommodate
growth initially."

Steve F. Halisey, executive vice

president at Atlanta -based Wood Res-
idential Services, warned that even
with the variety of package manage-
ment product available today, "there's
no silver bullet."

"Twenty years ago," he said, "I lis-
tened to Island Capital Group CEO

iAi r-ruv
PERCENT OF OUR
PERSONNEL COME
FROM PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT, SO
WE'RE AWARE OF
THEIR PROBLEMS
AND PRIORITIES.
WE'VE BEEN ABLE TO
ANALYZE THE DATA TO
DETERMINE HOW MANY
LOCKERS A PROPERTY
NEEDS; WE KNOW FROM
EXPERIENCE WHERE TO
PUT THEM.
-LORI TORRES. CPM. CEO OF PARCEL
PENDING

Andrew Farkas warn us that pack-
age deliveries would proliferate, due
to increased online shopping, and I
thought it was a far-fetched prediction.
But his forecast has come through
with a vengeance. A 300 -unit building
might receive 1,500 to 2,000 packages
per month.

"Ours is a high -interaction, high -
transaction, low -resource business with
not a lot of people on site to handle that
volume. Seven or eight years ago, a
storage closet was the standard solution
for package management, but it got to
the point where from 4:00 p.m. on, the
bulk of a manager's work was handing
packages to residents.

"The locker concept is a great solu-
tion, but in many properties, it's hard
to find an area large enough to handle
the lockers, which could be an eyesore,
and which maybe could only be put in
places not conducive to package man-
agement. Then people started asking
about delivery of food, of prescription
medicines, so we started working with
Luxer One on a controlled access room
that could accommodate refrigerators,
and that could house packages without
their being stolen."

One problem with lockers, said

Hailsey, is that a manager might have
plenty available in July, but won't have
enough in December. The Luxer Pack-
age Room, he said, solves the problem
of unsightly lockers and can accom-
modate special requests like refrigera-
tion and locked refrigerated storage of
prescription medicines. Systems that
offer the best handling of perishables,
he predicted, will be the winners in the
long run.

"Luxer charges a monthly rate for
the proprietary software, cameras, and
so on," he said. "You can build out a
room, which is a capital expense that
can be depreciated, for $l0-15,000:
similar in cost to the lockers but with

more flexibility.
"Resident reception has been unbe-

lievable. We were keeping packages in
the office, but if you came home after
six, you couldn't get at that dress that
you wanted to wear that night. We saw
an increase in resident satisfaction of 25
basis points on a five -point scale, and an
increase in renewals, due to these rooms.
This kind of access to packages used to
be the right of a homeowner. Now it's
becoming the right of a resident, and
residents react well to an amenity that
makes them feel more like an owner.
That's not to mention five hours per
month of extra productivity from our
associates, who can do what we hired
them to do instead of delivering pack-
ages. Those were the three metrics we
used, to measure the success of the ser-
vice, and they were all favorable."

Brock MacLean, senior vice presi-
dent for business development at Real -
Page, said his data show that 90 per-
cent of packages delivered get picked
up within the hour, so the storage area
ordinarily doesn't require a significant
footprint. The resident's portal that
his company provides is called Active
Building, and includes package notifi-
cation. RealPage's platform, The Egg,
is a package locker system that can be
integrated with other hardware provid-
ers, "so we can be an agnostic partner
regardless of hardware."

Lori Torres, CPM, CEO of Parcel
Pending (Los Angeles), said property
managers spend an hour on every 15
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MY DATA SHOWS
THAT 90 PERCENT
OF PACKAGES
DELIVERED GET EE3G

PICKED UP WITHIN
THE HOUR, SO THE
STORAGE AREA ORDINARILY
DOESN'T REQUIRE A
SIGNIFICANT FOOTPRINT.
-BROCK MACLEAN, SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT.
REALPAGE

packages they process, according to
her study. Using her company's locker
system, the courier enters the proper
information for the resident, and it's
automatically transmitted when the
locker door closes. She said that prime
package pickup time is between 5:00
and 7:00 p.m., which is also prime
leasing time; thus, a locker system will
not only save the manager time, but
will save it at the most critical hours.
She added that it's not at all unusual
to find residents picking up packages at
three or four in the morning-which
Parcel Pending allows them to do.

"Our system sends out daily remind-
ers if you haven't picked up that day,"
she said. "We're ADA compliant. Cou-
riers love using this system. They don't
want to take packages back to the hub,
and once the package comes into our
locker, it's date- and time -stamped.
Our system can actually take a photo
when the courier delivers.

"We're now hearing demand for re-
frigerated lockers and outdoor lockers.
We work with property managers on
where to put the lockers. Sixty-five
percent of our personnel come from
property management, so we're aware

of their problems and priorities. We've
been able to analyze the data to de-
termine how many small, medium,
large and extra -large lockers a prop-
erty needs; we know from experience
where to put them. Since we come
from the apartment industry, we're a
resource for architects who are build-
ing package management systems into
their plans."

Meanwhile, Amazon.com is offer-

ing locker service to some properties,
accepting deliveries from all carri-
ers, according to the company. The
Hub will secure parcels within locked
containers that the recipient can ac-
cess around the clock. They feature a
touchscreen display and keypad; the
customer uses a personal access code
to get the package. The Hub is avail-
able in indoor and outdoor options in
four colors. The smallest configuration
is the Starter Hub, a six-foot wide mod-
el that has 42 compartments, with an
expansion module available that adds
another 23. The pricing for the lockers
is yet to be determined. Amazon.com
already offers a version of The Hub at
certain retail chains, but only for Am-
azon.com packages.

THE EGG
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IISYSTEMS
THAT OFFER THE-- . . A U
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IDS (I:F,Vi1R, \1I\\1 \l'fll ! SPOTLIGHT

ST
MODERN
It's hard to visit downtown Minneapolis without feeling the presence of the IDS
Center. Located in the heart of the central business district, the post-modern icon
is the centerpiece of downtown.

Thousands of people come to or through the building every day via four of the
city's busiest skyways-the indoor pedestrian walkway system that connects about
80 buildings in downtown Minneapolis.

"We can have 30,000 to 50,000 people coming here every day," said Deb Kolar,
general manager of the IDS Center. "Commerce happens and passes through here
daily."

The all -glass, reflective structure comprises an entire city block and houses about
2 million square feet of space. In addition to the 57 -story tower, the development
also includes an eight -story annex, a two-story retail center, an independently op-
erated hotel and the Crystal Court-a 50,000 -square -foot atrium that conjoins
all four buildings and serves as an indoor urban park with fountains, trees and
benches.

"The IDS Center has a large footprint," said Kolar. "Downtown Minneapolis
really grew out of this core."
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ers and real estate professionals. "The
IDS Center is a great place to learn,"
said Kolar, who has worked in the
building for 24 years. "We have most of
the major real estate components with-
in this property-retail, office, park-
ing, a hotel. \Vorking here gives you a
very well-ron uded education."

Dcsigncd by lamed architects Phil-
ip Johnson and John Burgee, the IDS
Center opened in 1972. The building
had strong local roots from the begin-
ning. It was originally commissioned
by the financial firm, Investors Diver-
sified Services (IDS), now Ameriprise
Financial. Local department store
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chain Dayton -Hudson (now Target
Corporation) also set up its headquar-
ters in the IDS Center. Together, the
two companies occupied 60 percent of
the building when it opened its doors. It
also surpassed the city's Foshay Tower
to become the tallest building in Min-
neapolis-and it remains the tallest
today.

The IDS Center was the catalyst for
growth in downtown Minneapolis. The
downtown energy district plant was
built at the same time, in the early '70s.

"The IDS Center was the property
that kicked off the district energy in
Minneapolis," said Kolar. "It is the
center of downtown."

The IDS Center has 24 retail tenants
and 182 tower tenants-all with their
own distinct needs and expectations.

As with most properties today, the
tenant amenity package has become a
hot driver at the IDS Center. In 2016,
the center added a 5,000 -square -foot
fitness center, which is free to tenants,
and a 4,500 -square -loot conference
center to meet the demand for a broad-
er amenity package.

One of the biggest draws of the IDS
Center for office tenants is the varied of-
fice space options for both big and small
companies. The 57 -floor tower is con-
joined with the eight -floor annex build-
ing on floors three through eight. These
five floors provide 39,000 -square -foot
footprints for tenants looking for a large

amount of office space. Comparatively,
the footprint on floors nine and above
are about 24,000 square feet.

Johnson's innovative design also
makes it easy to meet modern tenants'
needs.

"Everything from the ceiling struc-
ture to the window structure to the
granite on the Crystal Court floor was

built on a five -by -five square," said Kolar. "It is all very symmetrical, which
makes it very easy to plan and build out tenant spaces."

As the centerpiece of downtown Minneapolis, the IDS Center is an undeniable
icon within the downtown business district. Consequently, each of the building's
owners through the years has been dedicated to investing in the building, accord-
ing to Kolar.

"I have been at the IDS Center for 24 years and have seen the building through
many changes-and all of them have stayed true toJohnson's original design and

intent," she said.
With LED lighting now required by the city of Minneapolis, the IDS Center is

currently working on transitioning from fluorescent to LED lighting. It has con-
verted about nine floors thus far. After completing four floors of LED lighting, the
IDS Center was eligible to receive almost $40,000 in rebates.

"That pays for almost a whole floor," Kolar noted. "I always encourage people
to work with utility companies before kicking off any project."

Building updates arc baked into the IDS Center's budget and management plan
each year-and the return on these investments is starting to surface. "We just
finished doing the 2018 budget, and we are now seeing that upgrades arc affecting
our operating expenses," Kolar said. "In 2016, we focused on chilled water. Now

for 2018, our chilled water budget is going down by 11 percent."
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Two of the building's broadest-and
longest-improvement projects are its
asbestos abatement and sprinkler im-
plementation programs. Over the past
15 years, the IDS Center has abated
about 68 percent of its asbestos and has
installed a sprinkler system in about 74
percent of the building.

Neither asbestos abatement nor
sprinkler implementation can be done
when tenants are occupying the space.
Therefore, getting to full compliance
revolves around lease rolls.

"Our overall goal is to always put
[abatement and sprinklers] into the
plan when we know a lease roll is going
to happen," Kolar said. "We make USC

of those windows of time when they are
available."

lii addition to managing tenants' cx-
pectations and needs during the abate-
ment and sprinkler projects, Kolar and
the management team work closely
with the city to navigate city codes and
mandates.

"This project is a big commitment.
And the city is on board with our plan
to get to full compliance," said Kolar.
"We've developed relationships with
the city and the right people in the city
to create a real sense of partnership."

In a building like the IDS Center,
there is a new challenge around every
corner for the 10 -person building and
management team.

"It's amazing to watch a property
of this age not age," said Kolar. "It is
a building that inspires us all to keep
doing the next exciting, different and
challenging project that will continue
to improve it."

U
e'vc developed relationships with

and the right people in the city to

t real sense of partnership.

-DEB KOLAR. IDS CENTER
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vocacy was also set to take a more local approach. Rather
than meeting with federal legislators in Washington, D.C.,
IREM Members scheduled appointments in local offices.

Holding meetings locally increased accessibility by reduc-
ing the cost of participation. According to Idaho Snake River
Chapter No. 107 Legislative Chair, Mindy Gronbcck, CPM:

MEETING WITH MY CONGRESSMAN IN -DISTRICT
PROVIDED MORE TIME TO SPEND WITH HIM AND

EDUCATE HIM ON THE ISSUES. IT WAS EVEN BETTER

THAT I GOT TO TAKE OTHER EXECUTIVES IN MY
ORGANIZATION THAT WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO

ATTEND IF IT WAS IN flC.

Bcginning iii April, real estate managers across thc country
met with their members of Congress and their staffs to dis-
cuss the ADA Education and Reform Act of 2017 (H.R. 620)
and retention of the 1031 like -kind exchange. Members par-
ticipating in the meetings reported many positive experienc-
es. One of the most common sentiments shared was that the
meetings were very fruitful. With fewer interruptions and less

noise to fight through, they were typically longer and more
detailed, with legislators seeming more at ease and attentive
than on Capitol Hill.

While the vast majority of experiences were positive, initial
feedback suggested some challenges too. As a result of the up-
tick in town hall protests and similar activity witnessed this
year, some legislators have been cautious about encounters
with constituent groups, reducing opportunities for meetings.

Fortunately, there are other ways to engage with Members
of Congress. In addition to the traditional meeting in the dis-
trict office, some found it productive to invite their legislators
to speak at chapter events.

For example, Central Virginia Chapter No. 38 hosted such
an event in August. One of the organizers, Carrie Woodring,
CPM, said of the event:

OUR MEMBERS TALKED ABOUT IT FOR MONTHS.
EVERYONE AGREED THIS NEEDED TO BE AN
ANNUAL EVENT. THIS YEAR THE PANEL DISCUSSION

INCLUDED CONGRESSMAN (DAVE) BRAT, VIRGINIA'S

SECRETARY OF COMMERCE AND TRADE, TODD
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SAN DIEGO
CHAPTER
NO. 18 WITH
REP. SCOTT
PETERS (CA -
52)

HAYMORE; FEDERAL RESERVE SENIOR

ECONOMIST, RAY OWENS; AND NAR

DIRECTOR OF QUANTITATIVE & COMMERCIAL
RESEARCH, GEORGE RATIU. IN JUST TWO

YEARS, THIS EVENT HAS OUTGROWN OUR

VENUE, EXCEEDED EXPECTATIONS AND

IS SOMETHING OUR MEMBERSHIP, AND

COMMUNITY, LOOK FORWARD TO EACH YEAR.

Although the IREM Congressional In -District
program kicked off in April, members arc encour-
aged to schedule meetings anytime their legisla-
tors are available.

'I'hc IRFM Congressional in -District Visit pro-
gram may be one of the most visible aspects of
IREM's advocacy, but it is far from being the only
one. Staff and volunteers are advocating for the
Institute's positions, both directly and indirectly,
year-round.

One way to do this is through "call to action"
campaigns using IREM's online grassroots plat-
form, which launched late last year. With this
tool, IREM is able to help members contact their
elected officials at the federal, state and local levels
with only a few clicks of a mouse or taps on their
phones. Throughout the year, calls to action were
issued ranging from ADA reform to the reautho-
rization of the National Flood Insurance Pro-
gram (NFIP). Other campaigns were targeted at
the state level, including two in Washington and
Illinois, both related to rent control. The Wash-
ington bill (HB 1082) would create a state-wide
prohibition on commercial rent control, while the
Illinois bill (HB 2430) was designed to repeal the
already existing prohibition on rent control.

TO SEE CURRENT CALLS TO ACTION,
visit the REM Federal Action Center
www.irem.org/ActNow.

IREM has also engaged with legislators and gov-
ernment agencies directly. Correspondence has
been directed to four California state legislators,
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban De -

IN -I )1STRICT PROGRAM / SPOTLIGHT

velopment (HUD), the entire U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives, three Congressional Committees
and 31 individual members of Congress and their
staffs. These letters are used to comment on pro-
posed regulations, thank legislators for supporting
industry -friendly legislation, and urge those who
oppose IREM's positions to reconsider. Many
times the communications have been delivered in
conjunction with a call to action or as part of an
effort orchestrated by one of the nine coalitions
that IREM participates in.

The Institute also engages with policy makers
through volunteer boards, the Federal Housing
Advisory Board (FHAB) and the Federal Advoca-
cy Board (FAB). The 11 -member FHAB, current-
ly headed by Chair Eileen Wirth, CPM, and Vice
Chair Ryan Huffman, CPM, engages directly
with government agencies in Washington, D.C. to
discuss issues facing people who manage federally
assisted housing. Typically, board members trav-
el to Washington in the spring and again in the
fall. However, no spring meetings took place this
year due to the high number of unfilled positions
in the agencies. Fortunately, the board was able
to hold a conference call with the Rural Housing
department in early May to ensure some of Ju

most pressing issues were addressed.
New in 2017, FAB was created to complement

the IREM Congressional In -District Visits by
maintaining a presence in the Capitol. Led by
Chair George Caruso, CPM, and Vice Chair
Debbie Prejeant, CPM, the FAB was tasked with
connecting with key legislators to discuss issues
facing real estate managers. This year, its efforts
focused on garnering support for the ADA Educa-
tion and Reform Act, reauthorizing the National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) and retaining
the 1031 like -kind exchange.

While the federal government's productivi-
ty has been minimal this year, state and local
governments have picked up the slack. As the
November election season drew near, local co-
alitions were formed between IREM chapters,
REALTORS and other organizations, with the
goals of defeating a rent control ballot initiative
in Portland, Maine, and a green roof initiative in
Denver while members in Alaska worked to create
a coalition to oppose a recently enacted law (AK
S.B. 91) that made securing their properties much
more difficult. .

TREM
engages
with policy
makers
through
volunteer
boards, the
Federal
Housing
Advisory
Board
(FHAB)
and the
Federal
Advocacy
Board
(FAB).

8a,dar,net -

TO LEARN

MORE about

REM's

government
affairs
initiatives, visit
www.irem.org/
public -policy

or contact
IREMLegislcition

(airem.org.
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When the Soviet Union was in power, each citizen had a
legal right to a home. However, as the government retained ownership of
the properties, there were strict controls in place to prevent residents from selling
or moving. Now, with privatization, new construction and the rise of the rental
market, how are today's new property owners managing? Nikolay Vecher, CPM,
takes a look at the evolution of condominium management in Russia and the chal-
lenges and opportunities that go along with it.

In the Soviet era, all residences bcloiiged to the state. They were allotted to citi-
zens through a complicated queue system that typically stretched for many years,
and in some cases, even decades. As a citizen's right, apartments were assigned to
each individual by the local district administration, but the apartment never truly
belonged to the tenant. In other words, the resident could live freely in his or her
apartment, but could not move or sell without government approval.

State Housing and Operational Offices carried out maintenance and repairs.
Residents were responsible for paying utility bills along with some maintenance
costs. Because the law did not clearly establish a mechanism of eviction for late
payments, very few people were evicted.

With the collapse of the Soviet system in the 1990s, large-scale privatization of
apartments began and still continues to this day. Each citizen was granted owner-
ship of his or her current residence, free of charge. Privatization of an apartment
could only be realized once in a lifetime and only by the tenant holding the resi-
dent's permit.

As a result of this free privatization in Russia, a new class of homeowners was
created. Adding in those who had houses built and rent out their apartments for
profit, about 80 percent of the Russian population owns property. In Moscow and
St. Petersburg, the two largest cities, this figure is even higher -90 percent. As a
result, the management and maintenance industries have progressed to meet the
needs created by the evolving housing system.

RI 1;\ SPOTLIGHT

Russiaii condominiums usually I iave

more than 700 to 800 units, as well as
many non-residential spaces like cellars,
attics and various technical and utili-
ty rooms. Typically, a general owner's
meeting is held to determine the way
the property should be managed, but
getting so many residents on the same
page is nearly impossible. Therefore,
condo owners usually follow the path of
least resistance-enlisting the services
of a specialized management company.

1hc Russian HOA is a complete ana-
logue of an American Home Owners
Association. HOAs are a common oc-
currence mainly for smaller properties,
such as where I live. My residence has
only 72 units in total, a small building
by Russian standards.

My building is representative of new
housing standards in Russia. Construct-
ed ten years ago in the center of St. Pe-
tersburg, it has a number ofnon-residen-
tial spaces and underground parking in
addition to its residential units. On the
grounds around the building, the HOA
included an additional parking lot as
well as a playground and a landscaped
garden. The HOA makes additional
income charging for parking and plac-
ing ads on the building. The district
administration controls the activities of
the HOA through regular inspections.

'l'lic most common aliernauve Lu an
HOA is a management company (MC).
The MC is fully responsible for keep-
ing the building up and running, and
for providing all necessary financial
services. This option is more common
among residents of large and inex-
pensive buildings and those built in
the Soviet era and before the October
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Revolution of 1917. As a rule, all MCs
have a full set of licenses to perform
special maintenance work. Unlike
management through an HOA, how-
ever, the homeowner's control is con-
siderably restricted under a manage-
ment company. Therefore, all MCs are
very tightly supervised by district hous-
ing inspectorates. Additionally, a large
percentage of older buildings belong to
district administrations. As property
owners, these administrations also help
to oversee the management company.

There are two choices for types of
management companies. First, there
arc the companies formed on the
foundation of the Soviet housing and
communal services. Residential Com-
munal Services, or ResCom Services
(RCS), are present in every city. Pric-
es for the maintenance and updating
provided by RCS is set by the city ad-
ministration. Unfortunately, there are
a few drawbacks to using this type of
management company. ResCom Ser-
vices do not require their staffs to be
highly skilled, which can cause issues
when complicated repair projects are
required. In addition, management
companies serve as intermediaries be-
tween homeowners and utility provid-
ers. Although they collect money from

owners, they are in no hurry to transfer these funds to the resource -supplying
companies. As a result, many buildings accumulate huge debts to their utility pro-
viders, who may end up holding the property owners responsible.

i'he second type of management company was created by modern housing devel-
opers. Many developers have already built hundreds of structures, often in different
cities. Many have already taken over properties of other, small developers, and of
old Soviet structures, so managing the properties they have built is a logical step in
their evolution. Like ResCom Services, they also handle all management respon-
sibilities, but their main goal is to generate business related to the properties they
manage. The developers were quick to realize that there is a cap to the amount
of revenue created by providing management services, because pricing is set by
the city. 'lb increase income, developers may provide additional types of services,
such as mobile applications that collect all current information about the property
and provide it to the owner, and round-the-clock call centers that have drastically
improved customer satisfaction. Although the number of such management compa-
nies is still relatively small in comparison to HOAs, the industry is growing rapidly.

'Ihe rental market was slow to develop in Russia, given the high percentage ofpeo-
ple who own their own homes. Nonetheless, demand has grown for less permanent
housing as people move within Russia.

In the current market, a number of developers are building units for the express
purpose of renting them out. These apartments are cheaper than usual, because
they are registered as commercial real estate. To help support the growth of the
fledgling market, the state has implemented a program for subsidizing the con-
struction and maintenance of such rental housing. However, in order to be eligible
for the state subsidy, these projects must be rented out by the developer to private
citizens, not sold to them.

As time passes, the influence of the Soviet Union fades more and more in Russia,
and the housing market continues to develop and thrive. Although there are few
constants in the property management market, it is certain that the industry will
never stop evolving to better meet the needs of residents. .

NIKOLAY VECHER, CPM, FRICS, IS VICE PRESIDENT OF GVA SAWYER IN MOSCOW.
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THE MEMBERS
OF THE ETHICS
HEARING AND

DISCIPLINE
BOARD

PARTICIPATE
BECAUSE THEY

HAVE HIGH
REGARD FOR

THE PRINCIPLES
THAT MAKE UP

THE CODE.

2
TIM KRAMER.

ARM (KRAMERTØ
DRAPERAND

KRAMER.COM),
IS A PROPERTY

MANAGER
AT DRAPER

AND KRAMER,
INCORPORATED,

IN CHICAGO.

k

For those who may not know, if a member
of IREM is accused of failing to live up to the
code of ethics that we all affirm, the complaint
goes through a rigorous process that ensures it is
handled with great care and dignity for all parties
involved.

,\i my \(i first Ethics 1 lcarmg and Discipline
Board hearing, I found myself sitting among a most
impressive cross-section of IREM Members during
a Leadership and Legislative Summit in Washing-
ton, D.C. There were past national presidents, local
chapter leaders, residential managers, commercial
managers, you name it. About the only thing we all
had in common (apart from our IREM member-
ship and dedication) was the desire to cariy out this
iml)ortant task as seriously as possible. The board
members had all done their homework, were thor-
oughly engaged and asked questions of the parties
present that were comprehensive and always with-
out a trace of prejudice or bias.

The Board's deliberation was done in such a
way that allowed every single member of the Eth-
ics Hearing and Discipline Board a voice and
a chance to ask questions and discuss the issues
with each other. Both the Complainant's and the
Respondent's points of view were thoroughly dis-
cussed. Their statements were weighed and, per-
haps most importantly, IREM's Professional Code of

Ethics was continuously referred to as we worked to
render a decision on each of the alleged violations.

COMMITTiNG
TO THE CODE

In fact, I caine away li.cling bcticr about our or-
ganization than I ever had. Here's why: I felt I
was part of an organization that protects me by
maintaining the standards and integrity repre-
sented by the individual CPM, ARM and ACoM
credentials, as well as by individual IREM mem-
berships and the AMO accreditation.

The process itself is described in great de-
tail at www.irem.org/ethics. I urge you to take
a look at the means by which cases are deter-
mined. What is not described in thai. process,
however, and what many may not understand,
is the care with which these issues arc handled.
The members of the Ethics Hearing and Disci-
pline Board participate because they have high
regard for the principles that make up the Gode.

This drives them to be meticulous in their re-
views, to consider all perspectives and to hand
down decisions that are fair and objective.

As IREM Members, we have a duty to uphold
the C'ode. Additionally, we have a duty to report
any violations of the C'ode. Rest assured that al-
leged ethics infractions are given due process,
and know that IREM volunteers are working
hard to ensure that the CPM, ARM, ACoM
and AMO credentials, as well as IREM mem-
bership, continue to represent the best of our
industry. .
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IF LINK SMART

PLUG MINI

Smart plugs are everywhere these
days, since consumers not only want
to be able to control devices from the
comfort of their phones, they also want
to keep tabs on their power usage. The
barrier to entry is that smart plugs
typically take up both outlets for one
power source and/or they need ex-
pensive hubs to function. Enter: Smart
Plug Mini from TP Link, which takes
up half of an outlet, and is completely
self-contained, independent of a hub.
Another bonus: You can use your
Amazon Echo to control any device
connected to it. Plug in your lights and
tell Alexa to turn them on and off for
you.

Available nOW: $29.99 / tp-Iink.com

TABLO MOBILE FRIENDLY DVR

Are you a cord cutter who is enjoying your over -the -air TV antenna, but
still miss your DVR? Tablo has a solution for you. The Tablo DVR
doesn't connect to your TV; instead, it creates a feed of all your lo-
cal channels (and more) and gives you the ability to stream them to
your Wi-Fi-connected mobile devices. You then have the ability to
add an external hard drive and record all your favorite prime -time

ip to four at a time). For a small subscription fee, you can even get
version of the TV guide to pre -plan all your DVR needs.

Available Now: 249.99 / tab!otv.com

SMOVE

Got shaky hands? Nix the motion sick
with Smove, an axis stabilizer for you:
videos. Using a gyroscope that adjusts
counterbalance, Smove keeps your vic
smooth even while you're running. Sii
click your phone or GoPro into the de
and shoot.
Available flOW: $149 /
smovestabilizer. corn

NEST CAM IQ

Nest is hoping to capitalize on the success of its
autonomous thermostat with its latest gadget, the
NestCam IQ This security camera can recognize

faces and even differentiate between pets and hu-
mans, sending your phone an alarm when it detects
something out of the ordinary. The footage gets
recorded into the cloud and stays encrypted for a pre-

determined amount of time. A speaker, located
on the back of the cam, can scare off intruders

and the three -microphone array can let you listen

O 01
'' to the intruders, with noise cancellation and echo

suppression.
Available Now: $299 / nest.com

ALEX LEVIN (ALEVINIREM.ORG) IS DIRECTOR OF IT FOR REM HEADQUARTERS IN
CHICAGO.
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SNAPCAB POD
In open office environments, it can be difficult to find quiet places to have one-
on-one meetings or just a private phone conversation. The SnapCab Pod gives
you a place to conduct those activities that's not only private but movable. Utiliz-
ing a patented system of panels that interlock, the pods offer loads of opportuni-
ties for customization; they can be configured to meet your needs, and they come
in three sizes and two finishes-the Corning Gorilla Glass models are available
in multiple colors and patterns, or you can add your own company logos.
Get more information at www.snapcab.com.

VIOSAFP
ANTIBACTERIAL WHITE
LED PRODUCTS
Contributing to the ever-growing list
of companies that offer multi -tasking
lighting solutions is Vital Vio, with its
VioSafe range. In addition to evenly
distributing light, these products kill
bacteria and continuously disinfect
nearby surfaces, without the use of
ultraviolet rays that are harmful to
both humans and animals. Lab tests of
VioSafe lights showed up to a 90 per-
cent reduction of bacteria in a treated
environment after just one day.
Get more information at
wwwvitalvio. corn.

ALLIED COMMERCIAL
K-SERIESTh HIGH EFFICIENC'

HEAT PUMPS

Combining sustainability and flexibility,
Allied Commercial's new line of heat
pumps offers rooftop unit customization
to accommodate a variety of needs. In
addition to coming in 2- to 25 -ton capacity models, you can choose from three
different fuel options (heat, gas/electric and electric/electric) as well as over 100
other configurations to tailor the unit to your specifications. The pumps have
16.5 SEER, 14.8, lEER and 13.0 EER efficiency ratings, and their Single Zone
variable Air Volume supply fan technology removes moisture up to 29 percent
better compared to systems with traditional supply fan motors. The extra benefit
you get is up to 61 percent power savings over similar units.
Get more information at www.allied-comrnercial.corn.

DERO DECKER BIKE

PARKING SYSTEM
Dero has taken its already great Dero Decker
two-tier bike parking system and made it greater,
especially for the people who handle its installa-
tion and maintenance. Top trays are 40 pounds
lighter, and set screws make it easier to adapt the
downward resting position of upper trays to various
floor clearances. There's also a new track design
that removes the need to grease or maintain the top
trolleys. And for the cyclists, a new Fat Bike Tray is available to accommodate
bikes with larger tires.
Get more information at www.derocorn/product/dero-decker.
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HOW THE FASB'S NEW LEASE ACCOUNTING

ECT BUSINESS PRACTICES
STANDARD COULDAFL_______

S
companies begin implementing the Financial Accounting
Standard Board's (FASB) new lease accounting standard
in the near future, commercial real estate managers are left
wondering how their tenants will approach leasing strategies
on a go -forward basis and what the implications will be on
the commercial real estate market as a whole.

While lease accounting experts said real estate managers
shouldn't expect too much of an impact from the changing
standard-at least initially-they should get up to speed with
the standard and how they will affect their tenants so they
can offer helpful guidance and support that could strengthen
the tenant/real estate manager relationship.

"Being aware of the changing regulations and compliance
standards can help facilitate a value-added relationship with
your clients," said Sean Torr, a risk and financial advisory
managing director for Deloitte & Touche LLP. "Being savvy
and knowledgeable can be a difTercntiator."

'F he evolvit I lease accounting slat lard- with c!kciive dates
of 2019 for public companies and 2020 for most other orga-
nizations-aims to reduce off -balance sheet accounting by
requiring virtually all leases to be capitalized.

Tenants will now have to present both finance leases (cur-
rently referred to as capital leases) and/or operating leases
with terms of longer than 12 months on their balance sheets.

Currently, operating leases are off -balance sheet, and the as-
sociated rent payments are treated as operating expenses on
a tenant's P&L statement on a straight-line basis.

According to FASB documentation,' it maintains that the
changed lease accounting standard will improve lease ac-
counting by:

) More faithfully representing a lessee's rights and obliga-
tions arising from leases

> Reducing opportunities for organizations to structure leas-
ing transactions to achieve a particular outcome on the
balance sheet

) Improving understanding and comparability of lessee's fi-
nancial statements

> Providing users of financial statements with additional in -
Formation about lessors' leasing activities and lessors' expo-
sure to credit and asset risk as a result of leasing

> Clarifying the definition of a lease to address practice issues
within current generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP); and to align the concept of control, as used within
that definition, more closely with control principles used in
revenue recognition and consolidations

However, among commercial real estate professionals, con-
cerns loom that the shift to these new rules could strain U.S.
businesses and the overall commercial real estate industry.

More specifically, many commercial real estate profession-
als are concerned the new lease accounting standard could
alter tenants' leasing behaviors as they adjust to potentially
recording significant liabilities on their balance sheets.

Still, lease accounting experts caution real estate managers
that such implications are still speculative at this point, and
any implications are still far from taking hold as companies
are more focused on compliance at this time.

1 Financial Accounting Standards Board, "Leases: How Will the New Guidance Improve Lease Accounting?" www.fasb.org
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"Companies haven't had time to strategize around this
issue yet: They are doing their best to comply with the
changing rules on FASB's proposed timeline," said Jeff Be-
atty, senior managing director, financial consulting group at
CBRE, AMO. "Once companies are compliant, then we'll
start to see whether they change their leasing strategies to
accommodate the fact that leases will be going on -balance
sheet."

That being said, Beatty did acknowledge the possibility of
tenants engaging in the following strategies as a result of the
changing rules:

Lease vs. Own When financially and logistically feasible,
a tenant might consider owning instead of leasing, although
the segment of companies in this position is relatively small,
Beatty said. Most companies occupy space in multi -tenant
buildings where owning is not an option or investing in
bricks and mortar is not the most efficient use of their capital.
However, for those companies who are in the mature stage
of their business cycle, have access to capital, and generally
lease freestanding core assets on a long-term basis, revisiting
their lease vs. own strategy makes sense given the fact that
whether you lease or own the asset, it is going to be on your
balance sheet.

Shorter -Term Leases Tenants might be inclined to reduce
their lease terms to mitigate the impact of the new standard
to their balance sheet. However, tenant improvements and
free rent will likely dissipate with such a strategy-possibly
negating the benefit of keeping the lease off the balance sheet.
Plus, if tenants believe they can reduce their lease terms and
offset the risk of doing so with additional option periods, the
new rules specify that if an option is "reasonably certain"
of being exercised, then it must be considered as part of the
lease term for accounting purposes-making this work-
around not all that workable.

Rightsizing and Self .Funded Tenant Improvements Leasing
less space means putting less on the balance sheet. As such,
companies might reduce the square footage they are occupy-
ing-downsizing whenever and wherever possible with the
hope of minimizing the impact of the new standard. They
also might elect to fund their own tenant improvements. As

the cost of the improvements is generally incorporated into
the tenant's rent, this means that whether the landlord funds
the improvements or the tenant funds the improvements, the
cost is going to go onto the tenant's balance sheet. As such,
if the tenant's cost of capital is less than the landlord's, then
it may make financial sense for the tenants to fund the im-
provements themselves.

Leasing strategies aside, Beatty said more than anything,
real estate managers should likely be prepared for the leasing
process to take longer because of increased scrutiny on leas-
es from the corporate finance department, as well as other
stakeholders in the company.

"We really don't anticipate the commercial real estate
landscape to change much as a result of the new standard,"
Beatty said "In general, we believe organizations will do
what is in the best interests of the company. However, there
will be some companies who take a different approach to
their leasing strategies. Property managers will be best
served by understanding the nuances of the new standard so
they are best positioned to understand the concerns of their
tenants and prospective tenants, and how they might address
those concerns to arrive at a win -win solution."

Even if the commercial real estate landscape isnt drastical-
ly affected by FASB's changing lease accounting standard,
real estate managers can take some actions to head off those
changes that might occur, including potentially lengthier re-
newal processes or increased requests for lease options that
could help minimize the impact.

Torr of Deloitte offered a few actions real estate managers
can take:

Understand the changing lease accounting rules. Have a
firm grip on the changes to help you empathize with your cli-
ents and understand any atypical requests they might make
regarding alternative lease structures. You can then meet
these requests with educated responses that can guide them
in the right direction, or highlight any drawbacks they didn't
foresee when coming up with a strategy to minimize the im-
pact of operating leases going on their balance sheets.

Property managers will be best served by understanding the nuances
of the new standard so they arc best positioned to understand the concerns of their tenants and
prospective tenants, and how they might address those concerns to arrive at a win -win solution."

-JEFF BEATTY, CBRE. AMO
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Provide helpful information in helpful formats. The shift to
complying with new lease accounting regulations requires a
lot of data collection and tracking-like tracking future pay-
ments a company has committed to; types of payments; terms
and options around the lease; discount rates; and fair market
value of property, to name a few. Know what data your ten-
ants need and how they need it, and consider how you may
guide them in fulfilling these requirements. This will ease
your tenants' data challenges, and potentially help move along
the leasing process in the event it's slowed because of increased
scrutiny on leases from corporate finance departments.

Provide options and helpful analysis. Be prepared to pro-
vide your tenants with options in terms of lease lengths and
tenant improvement packages, as well as an analysis of the
financial impact of those options and how they compare-

particularly when looking at those options that go on the bal-
ance sheet versus those few options that won't. This is where
understanding the lease accounting changes will be especial-
ly beneficial and helpful to your clients.

While the impact that the evolving FASB lease accounting
standard will have on the commercial real estate market is
unknown, leasing properties will not likely entirely fall by the
wayside. In fact, knowledgeable and committed real estate
managers can be of great assistance to their clients as the
evolution unfolds,

"The economic benefits of leasing will likely still be bene-
ficial to many companies," Torr said. "Real estate managers
need to be informed, though, in order to make those benefits
apparent. As tenants strive to be compliant without taking
major economic hits, real estate managers have the opportu-
nity to bring value to their clients."
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What's something you didn't include
on your résumé that has defined your
career? Working in a family business when I
was in college. The experience allowed me to
truly understand the importance of customer
service and making every interaction a special
experience!

You recently hiked Kauai's Na Pali
(Kalalau) Trail, a treacherous hike
(nine out of 10 level of difficulty) where
rescues are near impossible. How has this
experience influenced your perspective?
The trip reinforced the importance of planning
and being prepared, especially when there were
sudden weather changes or unexpected injuries.
If you forget something on the trail you are out
of luck. I also learned how critical it is to engage
an expert to help you be successful. For the hike,
I hired a guide who was intimate with the trail;
it made the adventure safe and interesting. Like
the work environment, it is critical to plan and
prepare when rolling out new initiatives, and
success depends on hiring the true experts.

How would you describe yourself in one
word? Determined.

If you could have one superpower, what
would it be and how would you use it?
Having clairvoyant powers to generate positive
outcomes.

What are your three top goals or visions
for the upcoming year? My three top goals
for the coming year are to: make sure everything
we do delivers value; make significant progress
executing the strategic plan; and engage staff in
several breakthrough programs that move the
association forward.

If your house was burning and you could
only save one possession, what would it
be? Album of family pictures.

How do you motivate the people you
work with? Communicate frequently;
empower them; offer learning opportunities; set
clear goals; show appreciation.

If money were no object, what would
your day look like? I would be involved in a
501(c)3 that enriches the lives of those suffering
from mental illness.

What advice would you give your
younger self? Spend more time developing
relationships.

If you could have the answer to any
question, what question would it be? How
can we all "play nice in the sandbox" and respect
each other?

How did you choose your career path?
The path found me and I embraced it.

What is on your bookshelf? What is your
go -to playlist? On my bookshelf: National
Geographic: Woman of Vision in Photography. My

go -to playlist is an eclectic mix of the Beatles,
Train, Carly Simon, Moody Blues and Mozart.

What is your favorite property in
Monopoly and why? Railroads: there
are four properties of this type and the
transportation opportunities are endless.

What are your pet peeves? Texting and
driving. People saying they can't do something
before they have even tried.

What's in your fridge? Vegetables, fruit,
lemons, chicken salad and chocolate chip banana
bread.

If you could witness any event-past or
future-what would it be? The signing
of the Declaration of Independence-such a
courageous and powerful moment in history.

What is one thing people would be
surprised to know about you? My son and
I used to have marathon "Lord of the Rings"
movie nights.

What is the greatest advice you've been
given? Have no regrets.

What is the one piece of advice you'd give
the future generation? Don't accumulate
"stuff." It's too hard to move, insure and get rid of!

What qualities do you look for in your
team members? Trustworthy, respectful,
confident, positive, selfless, life-long learner,
accountable.

How would your friends describe you?
Focused, loyal, energetic and collaborative.

With the
Na Pali
Trail ... like
in the work
environment,
it is critical
to plan and
prepare
when rolling
out new
initiatives
and success
depends
on hiring
the true
experts."
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lemons, chicken salad and chocolate chip banana
bread.

If you could witness any event-past or
future-what would it be? The signing
of the Declaration of Independence-such a
courageous and powerful moment in history.

What is one thing people would be
surprised to know about you? My son and
I used to have marathon "Lord of the Rings"
movie nights.

What is the greatest advice you've been
given? Have no regrets.

What is the one piece of advice you'd give
the future generation? Don't accumulate
"stuff." It's too hard to move, insure and get rid of!

What qualities do you look for in your
team members? Trustworthy, respectful,
confident, positive, selfless, life-long learner,
accountable.

How would your friends describe you?
Focused, loyal, energetic and collaborative.

With the
Na Pali
Trail ... like
in the work
environment,
it is critical
to plan and
prepare
when rolling
out new
initiatives
and success
depends
on hiring
the true
experts."
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PRESIDENT

OFFICERS

Ben McGrew, CPM, CCIM, is presi-
dent and majority shareholder of Fi-
duciary West, based in Reno, Nev. He
began his career in the real estate in-
dustry as a maintenance man, which
led him to property management and
commercial real estate, ultimately
managing all types of commercial in-
vestment properties.

McGrcw earned his CPM designa-
tion in 1987 and began to actively par-
ticipate in his local IREM chapter, lat-
er serving as its president and earning
the chapter's CPM of Size rear award. He
then became involved nationally, serv-
ing on Governing Council, the IREM
Executive Committee and as regional
vice president for California and Ha-
waii.

In addition to his CPM, McGrew
holds the CCIM designation and is a
member of the Sacramento Association
of REALTORS®. and National Asso-
ciation of REALTORS®. He's also a
past president of the California Receiv-
ers' Forum, Sacramento Chapter.

McGrew's goal is to be able to give
back to IREM and its members even
a small percentage of what he feels
REM has given to him and his career.

PRESIDENT-
ELECT
Donald B. Wilkerson, CPM, is Presi-
dent/CEO of Reno -based Gaston and
Wilkerson Management Group, AMO,
a full -service real estate firm engaged
in multifamily, commercial and indus-
trial management, in addition to devel-
opment and brokerage.

Getting his start in the appraisal
business, Wilkerson learned how to
value buildings, but it wasn't until he
began acquiring properties and get-
ting involved in IREM that he really
understood how to manage them. He
earned his CPM designation in 2003,
and once he realized how much IREM
had to offer, he began to participate in
and volunteer with IREM's Northern
Nevada/Tahoe Chapter. Since then,
he's held numerous leadership positions
and served twice as chapter president.

Nationally, Wilkerson has held mul-
tiple volunteer positions, including re-
gional vice president for Region 8 and
governing councilor, and has served
on the IREM Executive Committee
as a member and as a senior vice pres-
ident. To Wilkerson, the opportunities
afforded to him by IREM have been
exceptional, and he wants to help other
IREM Members capitalize on their po-
tential as well.

SECRETARY-

TREASURER
Cheryl Ann Gray, CPM, is an exec-
utive vice president with QuadReal
Property Group in Toronto, leading
the Enterprise Resources & Innovation
team, which provides the organization
with expertise in sustainability, risk
management, environmental health
and safety, national contracting ser-
vices, and property management best
practices.

Gray earned her CPM designation
in 1990. She is a member of IREM's
international management board and
has also served as the IREM Canada
chair with the Real Estate Institute of
Canada (REIC). In addition to IREM,
Gray is a member of REIC and the
Building Owners and Managers' As-
sociation (BOMA) Canada, having
served on the national board of direc-
tors for both organizations. Gray was
honored by REIC in 2014 with CPM
Member of the rear and again in 2017
with the Emeritus Award, the highest
honor given to a member of REIC. She
was also a nominee of IREM's 2013
Women of Influence in Real Estate Manage-

ment.

Gray feels it is a privilege to serve as
an officer of IREM, especially as the
first international member to do so.
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IREM REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENTS

p

P1 -

REGION 1

CONN., MAINE, MASS., N.H., RI., VT.
CHAPTERS 4. 51. 88

2018-2019
SUSAN MONAGHAN. CPM

REGION 2

DEL., N.J., N.Y., PA.
..HAP1 CR5 1. 3, 7, 2b, 58, 93. 101

2017-2018

MARY SCHERER. CPM

REGION 3

D.C., MD., VA.
CHAPTERS 8, 16. 38, 39, 77, 92
2018-2019

TONI HARRIS, CPM, ARM

REGION 4

FLA., GA.
CHAF'1EF..35, 44. 60. 67
2018-2019

AARON BOSSHARDT, CPM

REGION 5

ALA., ARK., LA., MISS.
CHAPTERS 43, 55. 64, 80
2 017-2018

BRIAN ESTES, CPM

REGION 6

ND., KY., MICH., OHIO, W.VA.
CHAPTERS 5, 9, 24, 4!, 42, 59, 62. 100. 104
2017-2018

JERRY MOYER, CPM

REGION 7

OKLA., TEXAS
CHAPTER '8, 48. 61, 84, 103

2018-2019

SHAWN HARVEY, CPM

IREM offers enthusiastic congratulations
to all this year's leaders and award
recipients. Their exceptional work and
dedication to IREM and the real estate industry
has set high standards worthy of recognition.

REGION 8

ARIZ., COLO., NEV., N.M.. UTAH
CHAPTERS 17, 33. 46. 47, 53. 73, 89. 90
2017-2018

PAMELA SULLENS, CPM

REGION 9

ILL., MINN., WIS.
LHAC i CR5 '3. 23, 45, 78, 82
2018-2019

MALETA BROWN, CPM

REGION 10

IOWA, KAN., MO., NEB., ND., S.D
CHAPTERS Il, 12, 15, 63. 65
2018-2019

BRAD ASHLEY, CPM

REGION 11

CALIF., HAWAII
CHAPTERS 6, 18, 21, 22. 34. 85. 91, 102, 106
2017-2018

MICHELLE WONG, CPM, ARM

REGION 12

ALASKA, IDAHO, MONT., ORE., WASH.,
WYO.
CHAPTERS 27. 29, 49, 97, 107
2017-2018

BARRY BLANTON, CPM, ARM

REGION 13

N.C., S.C., TENN.
CHAP! LRS 20, 40, 56, 57, 71, 72, 105
2017-2018

TED RAUSCH, CPM

REGION 14

CANADA
RS 37, 50, 54, 114, 115, 116, 117, 119

2017-2018

RON PENNER, CPM

2018 CHAIR

DON WILKERSON. CPM
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IREM FOUNDATION
AWARD WINNERS

The LloydD. Hanford, Sr. Distinguished Instructor Award recognizes

an IREM instructor who has exemplified extraordinary
dedication to the educational process and the advancement of
knowledge within the property management profession.

LLOYD 0.
HANFORD, SR.

DISTINGUISHED
INSTRUCTOR

AWARD LARRY R. ERIC B. STOREY,
RECIPIENTS JOHNSON, CPM CPM

L J ENTERPRISES, ZIONS BANK
INC. EDEN, f'r.,H
SOUTH DENNIS,

MASS.

'i'hej. Wallace Paletou Award is named in honor of IREM's 1957
president to recognize others like Mr. Paletou who have unselfishly
devoted themselves to improving the stature of the real cstatc
management industry by contributing to the betterment of society
as a whole through their roles, skills and contributions.

GUOQIANG PAN, MICHAEL B.
CPM SIMMONS, CPM
SHANGHAI GOLTE COMMUNITY
ASSET MANAGE- REALTY MANAGE-
MENT CO., LTD. MENT, INC., AMO

SHANGHAI PLEASANTVILLE, N.J

J. WALLACE
PALETOU

AWARD
RECIPIENTS

The Louise L. and 7 Lum Award recognizes an individual
actively engaged in the practice of real property management
who, whether a member of the Institute or not, has made a
distinguished contribution and advances the knowledge and
practice of the real estate property management profession.

LOUISE L. AND
Y. I LUM AWARD

RECIPIENT

W. DEAN
WEIDNER
WEIDNER
APARTMENT
HOMES

KIRKLAND, WASH.

The Professional Achievement Award is bestowed upon credcnt i led

members who have continued their professional development
and have outstanding accomplishments beyond earning their
credential.

LATONIA RENEE
HARRIS CPM, ARM
AVANATH REALTY,
INC.

REISTERSTOWN, MD.

EILEEN 0.
WIRTH, CPM
OCTAVIA HILL ASSO-
CIATION, INC., AMO

PHILADELPHIA

01 LIU, CPM
SHANGHAI WORLD
EXPO LANDING
HOLDING CO. LTD.

SHANGHAI

STUDENT OF THE YEAR
JANEIVE PALESANO

UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA -
- ANCHORAGE

4
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

- IN MANAGEMENT WITH A CONCENTRATION IN

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND REAL ESTATE

The IREM Student of the Year Scholarship recognizes an
outstanding college or university student who has demon-
strated a record of academic achievement and interest
in pursuing a career in real estate management.Janeive
attended IREM's 2017 Global Summit in Chicago, and
was recognized during the IREM awards ceremony. This
scholarship is funded by the IREM Foundation.

STUDENT ESSAY
COMPETITION WINNER

:Z
COLIN WATTONVILLE

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA - OMAHA
'. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMIN-

ISTRATION WITH A CONCENTRATION IN REAL

I

ESTATE AND FINANCE

The IREM Foundation sponsors a student essay competi-
tion to encourage and recognize excellence in the study and
practice of real estate management. Cohn attended IREM's
2017 Global Summit in Chicago, and was recognized
during the IREM awards ceremony.
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THIS YEARS TOPIC ASKED:
A

Successful executives have been known to say that
S they attribute their success to one of their mentors-to

someone who took an interest in them and helped guide
them in their careers. As someone starting a career in
real estate management, areyou lookingfor someone to
advise you and guide you in your career? What would

you lookfor in a mentor? And how wouldyou make it a
worthwhile experience for the mentor, as well asforyou?

Mentoring is
and a push in

L brain to pick, an ear to listen
the right direction." -JOHN CROSBY

This quote from late American poli-
tician John Crosby perfectly sums up
what a mentor is. A mentor is not only
there to answer questions. Mentors are
those who engage in brainstorming
and planning with their mentees, and
then motivate and encourage them
along the way to a future goal. Mentors
arc always there for the one(s) they are
training, in every way.

In my independent studies outside
of school, I have read many books and
watched hours of videos on what makes
successful people great. One of the
things I always come across is that the
most successful people in the world all
attribute much of their fortune to their
mentor(s). Many people have heard the
adage, "You are the culmination of the
five people with whom you spend the
most time" (or some similar wording).
I definitely find this to be true. That is
why I have made an effort to branch
out, make more connections and get in-
volved with those who I know can help
me advance in both my personal and
professional lives. Of course, a men-
torship should never be one-sided, but
rather each person helping the other
one out.

All of my mentors throughout my life

have shared something with me. Some have shared the same values, others have
shared similar manners and still others have shared the same drive that I have.
Overall, I look for four main things in mentors. The first is that they have to be
years ahead of where I am. Their current situation has to look similar to the future
that I aspire to have. Maybe not my end goal, but at least a decade or two down
the road. Second, my mentor has to more knowledgeable than I am in the
area they are helping me with. This may sound like a given, which it is. However.
I don't just mean the mentor needs to have taken a couple more classes or have
read some more books on the topic. I mean that my mentor must have lived out the
practice for many years and have ample experience to back up his wisdom. I want
a mentor who has faced difficulties and situations head-on, so that if I ever come
across the same situation, she or he can tell me exactly how she or he overcame
the hurdle. Lastly, my mentor needs to be somewhat similar to me in regards t
personality. This is more of a bonus requirement and not completely necessary.
However, I have simply found that the more comfortable you are around your
mentor and the more she or he understands how you think and work, the easier it
is for you to both help each other, which ties into my fourth requirement. The last
thing that I look for in mentors is that I have to be able to help them out as well. I
am very aware that everyone is busy and that time is the most valuable resource
that we have, so with a mentorship, I need to be of some value to my mentor too.

I always find myself looking for more mentors. However, I
have been blessed to have already had more than a handful throughout my short
time in the working world. I have met all of my mentors for real estate from some
sort of connection through my school (for which, I am extremely grateful). The first
one was a speaker for my very first real estate course in college-Principles and
Practices. Our professor had a local real estate investor come as a guest speaker in
one of the last classes of the semester. Afterwards, I got the speaker's contact in-
formation and followed up with him. About a month later, I found myself working
with this mentor on his most recent purchase-a strip mall in a suburb of the city.
He helped me by answering any sort of questions that I had, both about work-
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ing for another company as well as those pertaiiiiug to what it was like working vaguely familiar with these areas. Now,

for himself, since he had experienced both throughout his career. This particular I am working with tenants, answering
gentleman helped me understand the commercial side of real estate much more so phones, reviewing different parcels of

than my first class had. Under his guide, I saw what commercial leases were com- land and even analyzing comparables.

prised of. After this, I was tasked with creating lease abstractions for my mentor, I can honestly say that I am learning
and then a rent roll for this newly acquired property. I was able to be of real help more valuable information at this in-
to someone in my local real estate community. I was helping him do work that he ternship than I have at any other job
didn't have time for, while learning a lot at the same time. On top of this, I had also I have ever had. At the same time, I
connected him with an entrepreneurial organization that I was a member of so he am also relieving a ton of stress from

could be a guest speaker for them. This was something that he had mentioned to not only them, but also everyone else
me he would like to do more of. This connection was a mutually beneficial rela- in the small company. The work that I

tionship, which is how all mentorships should be. am doing is work that was supposed to

My next mentor in real estate came from an organization that I am involved he done a while ago, but just keeps get-

in-Rho Epsilon, a real estate fraternity. We had a guest speaker come and present ting pushed to the bottom of the totem

during one of our meetings. Afterwards, I went up and spoke to the gentleman and pole because of how quickly the corn -

set up a time to meet with him one-on-one so that I could pick his brain more. I pany is acquiring and building more
met up with this mentor at a coffee shop not too long after, and received basically properties.
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> AWARD CATEGORY

-ARM OF THE YEAR

Outstanding perfonnance by an

IREM Member who holds the

ARM cert/lcation

PAUL PETRULIS, ARM
LIEBERMAN MANAGEMENT

SERVICES, AMO

CHICAGO

ifliS lieberman management services

AWAKU(AUiUl

CPM OF THE YE

Outstanding perJèrmance

JR EM Member who hol

CPM designation

PATRICIA HUTCHISON,
MISSION ROCK

RESIDENTIAL

DENVER

MISSION
ROCK

) AWARD CATEGORY

AMO OFTHE YEAR

Outstanding perfonnance by an AMO Firm

FREEMAN WEBB, AMO
NASHVILLE, TENN.

FREEMAN WEBB

EXECUTIVE CPM: PATRICIA RUCCIO, CPM

AWARD CATEGOR > CORPORATE INNOVATION

SL GREEN REALTY CORP. II NEW YORK

PnSL GREEN
UREALTY CORP.

Outstanding and
innovative programs
related to technology,
customer service or
marketing that are
tronsforrnationalfor the
company as a whole, a
team or a program.

) WINNING
INITIATIVE
Implemented
EnergyDesk, a
real-time energy
management
platform that
regularly
manages building
systems and
provides valuable
performance
diagnostics across
20.5 million square
feet of its portfolio.
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Exemplary corporate
responsibility and contributions
to the community that enhance
the reputation of real estate
management.

> WINNING INITIATIVE
Developed an ongoing
maintenance mentoring
initiative at the House of
Mercy, a homeless shelter
in Rochester, along with
raising nearly $6 million in
funding.

AWARD CATEGORY > CORPORATE & SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
CONIFER REALTY, AMO If ROCHESTER, N.Y.

conifer

AWARD CATEGORY > EMPLOYEE & LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Exemplary practices that are JLL II WASHINGTON
tronsformationalfor the company.
a team or program, and related to
leadership development, succession

planning, employee engagement.
onboarding of new employees,

weilness, internships/young
professional engagement or corporate
culture.

> WINNING INITIATIVE
Launched its Emerging Leaders
Program to cultivate the lead-
ership ability of high value tal-
ent who demonstrated a desire
to grow and a strong potential
for future career success.

AWARD CATEGORY ) SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAMS W!THIN THE WORKPLACE ENVIRONMENT
NATIONAL COMMUNITY RENAISSANCE II RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CALIF.

Innovative company business
practices for sustainability
programs that drive
operational excellence.

> WINNING INITIATIVE
Established the "Doing
Our Part" initiative,
combining resident
education with phys-
ical improvements
and upgrades, such as
turf removal and high
water -efficiency fix-
tures, to promote water
conservation across its
portfolio.

NATIONAL

Ci)

LU
z
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TEND TO
OLD ROOTS FOR
NEW_GREEN
With the ushering in of a new political
era in 2017, the winds of uncertainty have
been constantly blowing. Even the best po-
utica! pundits and Wall Street analysts do not
know with any certainty whether there will be tax
reforms, changes in the Federal Reserve's leader-
ship or any other alterations to the structure of our
financial systems. As a battle -scarred veteran of
this industry, I remember too well the incentives
that were built into the real estate l)usiness in the
early 1980s by the Reagan administration, only
for them to be taken away by the same admin-
istration just a few years later. With that came a
long road to real estate recovery.

We oIi('n look at sustainability as a means to be-
come more economical and save money for prop-
erty management businesses. It's true, many so-
called grccn initiatives eventually have positive
benefits on properties in the long run. But these
initiatives don't have to operate in a vacuum uf
green. They can he supported by convetal unal
systems that are already in place but whose effi-
ciencies are improved, allowing for savings that
can then be invested in sustainability efforts or
realized as profit.

My forecast is that we will see an increasing
sensitivity to operational excellence, and sustain -

ability will enjoy measurable benefits as a result.

CHECK YOUR MECHANISMS

Even though much of the real estate industry is
becoming commoditized, there will be a clear
focus on enhancing income from existing mecha-
nisms. For example, lease administration will be-
come more scrutinized as owners and managers
recognize the opportunities that currently exist in
the agreements with residents and tenants in the
various food groups of real estate. Everyone will
win; buildings will be improved, sustainability will
increase, resource consumption will decrease and
the byproduct will be that less money goes towards
utility companies and instead goes back into the
pockets of real estate owners and tenants with
more efficient buildings that have increased value.

As IREM members and industry professionals, we
are the marathoners of the business. The sprinters
will come and go, but we will survive and thrive
just as well -located, properly built and responsi-
bly managed buildings do through terrible storms
and challenging economic times.

During periods of uncertainty, sometimes it's
best to work with what you have and focus on
making it better. I believe 2018 can bring with it a
newfound optimism for enhancing sustainability
while improving buildings with the funding and
financing needed coming from existing rental
streams that are viewed and administered with an
eye on creating benefits for everyone.

Take a fresh look at the leases and their structures in your commercial and residential buildings.
Many opportunities exist that will benefit ownership and occupants.

Look at the CAM spreadsheets and formulas you use, and be more cautious to understand the
base years, escalations and various other capital recovery clauses in your leases.

When budgeting, look at the downstream financial benefits and value -adds beyond just the simple
payback periods-and be ready to make the business case to package and sell these benefits to
stakeholders.

EVERYONE WILL

WI N; BUILDINGS

WILL BE IMPROVED,

SUSTAINABILITY

WILL INCREASE.

JOHN KLEIN.
(JKLEIM'aJDMGMT.

COM) IS THE
PRINCIPAL OF JDM
ASSOCIATES IN
FALLS CHURCH, VA.

A

Graea Real Etata

Managa

MR. KLEIN 5
ALSO THE
AUTHOR OF
A PRACTICAL
GUIDE TO GREEN

REAL ESTATE
MANAGEMENT.

AVAILABLE AT
IREMBOOKS.ORG.
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Rent Manager

WHATWF DO
Rent Manager is proven software
for companies that manage all types of
properties. Idea I for portfolios of every
size, this program is your key to running

an effective and efficient business.

Inside our all -in -one solution, you'll find:

II
A powerful property

management database
that puts you in control

of your portfolio.

Marketing tools
to make sure
your units

stay occupied.

V
complete accounting

that enables you to track
every aspect of your
business' finances.

Th

L'j! '''1

I
Mobile apps
that help you

keep your
business moving

Work order management
so you can handle all
of your service issues

in one place.

L

Custom web design
and website integration,

ensuring that you're
attracting first-rate

tenants online.
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IREM INSIDER / PERSONALLY SPEAKIN(;

"F" IS FOR PROACTIVITY
Profitability depends on the ability to anticipate and adapt to change

By John Salustri

What is the biggest issue facing your business? Is it hiring and maintaining
talent? Ensuring ongoing profitability? Staying ahead of the competition?
Quality control and consistency of service?

We asked two CPMs that very qucs- professional concern, he said that the continued retirement of baby boorners cou-
tion, and their answers reveal much pled with the new, more technologically savvy generation in the workforce, is a key
about their approaches to business and issue today.
their outlooks. "We have tenants who are seeking to downsize as they adapt to those who either

How do they cope? How do they work from home, share office space or use technology to reduce the need for a
approach potential derailers of their brick -and -mortar presence."
business trajectory? In a word, it comes Schwendeman is senior vice president of asset management for The Webb Corn -
down to preparation, for outlook is panies in Lexington, Ky., and he said that, despite The Incredible Shrinking Of -
shaped in large part by what we do fice, overall vacancy in the firm's 3.3 million square feet of assets is 5 percent. (That
now, today. portfolio includes industrial, retail and multifamily, in addition to offIce.) How

does Webb as a company manage the issue? Planning and presence, said Schwen-
deman.

IfNick Schwenc[eman, CPM Emeritus, "Obviously, we seek to get as much lease term as we can from our tenants," he
had to choose one issue as his biggest noted, "but I also have to recognize at some point that I have this obstacle staring
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ItIfl\\TIY IREM INSIDER

me in the face, and if I don't work with those tenants now, they'll work with some-
body else later.

"So if I want to preserve and protect my relationships with clients, I'm going to
accommodate their needs," he said, "whether it's helping sublet space or just flat
out backfihling space when they downsizc. I have to preserve the income stream for
the owner."

Similarly, Ingo Kraus, (JPM, embraces planning and presence, combining them
with another "P" word: proactivity. Toward that end, the biggest issue for the
regional manager of Altman Management Co. Inc., AMO, in Fort Washington,
Penn., isn't sustained profitability or the competition, but the awareness and edu-
cation of his staff. And he's not shy about promoting his prime source of education.
(Altman manages some 14,000 units in the Mid -Atlantic region and boasts a 95
percent occupancy.)

"It's the marriage of experience and education that I have
always taken to heart," he said, "and it has always served
me well and given me the edge I need to get over any of the
speed bumps I encounter on an everyday basis. As a mentor
of mine once told me, information is king.

"I know the tools I need to get, whatever issue I have," he continued, "and IREM
has always served me very well in terms of maintaining that awareness. Beyond
the educational programs and resources, whenever I need assistance, I can call
someone and they'll drop everything they're doing to help me. I've never seen an
organization operate in that fashion. My family doesn't even do that."

Not surprisingly, then, the companies both men work for put a premium on on-
going education and the certifications that go along with it.

And so it should also come as no surprise that, like Schwencleman, Kraus puts
a premium as well on tenant service, something he feels is in dwindling supply
these days. "Customer -service savvy isn't there like it used to be years ago," he
said. "Other cultures do a much better job than we do. But Altman puts that at the
forefront. Our residents are our customers, and they pay the rent-literally and

IF I DONT WORK WITH
THOSE TENANTS NOW, they'll
work with somebody else later."

-NICK SCHWENDEMAN, CPM EMERITUS,

THE WEBB COMPANIES

figuratively. So we cater to their needs."
This encompasses attention to the

details and large issues alike, includ-
ing something as obvious as bilingual
managers for a largely Hispanic corn-
rriunity.

For Kraus and Schwendeman, out-
look is informed by their approaches
to these and other issues, the proactive
armament needed to face the challeng-
es natural to our industry before they
morph into full-blown crises.

So how do they rank the Big Four"
issues we listed at the top of the story?
Schwendernan doesn't rank them at all.

"To be honest, they're all
interrelated and affect each
other so much that the con-
tinued success of any or-
ganization depends on the
successful management of
all those issues," he said. "We
have to hire and retain the best talent.
We aren't a nonprofit so we have to be
profitable. We have to stay ahead of
our competition to remain relevant to
our community and be the best at what
we do. We can't rest on our laurels-
we have to provide quality, consistent
service. That's what keeps food on our
respective tables and allows us to be
of service to the great group of friends
and neighbors who we also call our ten-
ants."

Yes, they're all important, Kraus
agreed, but he sees a definite hierar-
chy. "Property management is a peo-
ple business," he said, "so I'm never
going to hesitate to rank 'hiring and
maintaining talent' at the top. That's
critical. Everything else happens after
hiring a quality, talented staff."

Next comes "staying ahead of the
competition," he said, which is a di-
rect result of "doing your homework
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and due diligence. Knowing what your
competitor is doing, and why, is criti-
cal. Remember, information is king."

Third on the list for Kraus is "quality
control and consistency of service," and
those three things all a(kl up to "ongo-
ing profitability."

"So, even though in the minds of'
owners that's Probably No. I, I would
say it's No. 4 because it's the inherent
result of the first three items."

'l'hcre's an 01(1 joke about ask-

ing economists about their outlooks:
They'll give you a direction or a time -
frame, hut they'll never give you both.
But when the global outlook is distilled

CUSTOMER -SERVICE
SAVVY isn't there like it used
to he years ago. Other cultures
do a much better job."

-INGO KRAUS, CPM, ALTMAN
MANAGEMENT CO., INC., AMO

down to the local level, it's the people in
the trenches, the Schwendcrnans and
the Ki'auses of the industry, who have
to battle l)usincss, political and eco-
nomic changes toe -to -toe. Their only
armaments are knowledge, J)repara-
tion and the awareness of what business
they're in. And maybe that's enough to
emerge victoriotis. .

ECONOMIC DOWNTURNS
CREATE OPPORTUNITIES. IT'S
A MATTER OF BEING SMART
AND POSITIONING YOURSELF.

MANAGING THE UNMANAGEABLE
In business as in life, there are the things we can control and things we can't.
Things like the economy, and its distant relative, the legislative decision -mak-
ing that could directly or indirectly impact the economy.

It should come as no surprise that both Nick Schwendeman and Ingo Kraus
take philosophic views of those things beyond the reach of their control. But
philosophic doesn't mean they don't care.

"I'VE NEVER SEEN SUCH UNREST IN THE POLITICAL FORUM,"
SAID KRAUS. "THE FINGER -POINTING AND NAME CALLING
ARE EMBARRASSING, AND THEY'RE A DRAWBACK TO ANY-
THING GETTING DONE IN WASHINGTON. But politics doesn't occupy
a great portion of my mind. It's important to go and vote, but I don't spin my
wheels too much about it."

Schwendeman confirmed he is involved with the political activities of IREM
and NAR. 'We try to stay as in tune as we can, and we recognize that some-
times the wheels of D.C. turn very slowly, and we can only hope the decisions
they render will protect our industry."

In terms of the economy, despite the extended run of the upcycle (which
itself would imply a coming downturn), Schwendeman remains confident: It

seems the fundamentals are sound. Businesses are no longer betting on the
outcome like they were in the dot -corn era and other times of turmoil." And
certainly that's true as of this writing; The stock market is on fire.

"People talk doom and gloom about the change of leadership and predict that
the market's going to tumble," he said. "But it's been on a pretty steady climb.
And while I think it'll keep going, no one really knows for how long."

As an AMO, Altman is somewhat protected from economic upheaval by the
nature of its product. "Multifamily always seems to be the go -to investment,"
Kraus said. But it's more than that. "THE COMPANY IS VERY SMART,
AND DURING TIMES OF SLOWDOWN OR RECESSION, IT FO-
CUSES NOT ON RAISING RENTS BUT RATHER ON MAINTAIN-
ING HIGH OCCUPANCY AND WEATHERING THE STORM.

"Economic downturns create opportunities for companies like Altman," he
noted, "which has cash on hand or access to capital to buy properties at a dis-
count. So I don't necessarily look at downturns as a bad thing. As we've said,
it's a matter of being smart and positioning yourself."

JOHN SALUSTRI IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM'. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN IREM
MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCASIREM.ORG.
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Some predictions become prophetic. Oth-
ers are later mocked or chided because they were
so wrong or off the mark. Recently, I read an on-
line advertisement that indicated the emergence
of a new tech sector spin-off known as Proptech-
or Property -Tech --that would leave the real es-
tate industry reeling.

I.'uIi.1I
Our business stands only to benefit from the emer-
gence of technology- and app -driven support tools
and systems helping to streamline and enhance our
ability to underwrite, analyze, communicate and
correspond with customers and clients. By lever-
aging technology to its full l)otential, we are able
to reevaluate traditional staffing models at the cor-
porate, regional and site levels and to better assess
the soft skills needed to help drive results. Investing
in and leveraging tech allows us to lower costs and
improve profits, all while upping our investment in
the grealest resource we have: our peopl('.

Sure, sinall-Uiiie operators iiuglii (I de to try
self -managing their own investments or a small
portfolio. We might also see more realtors looking
to dabble in property management because there
is now an app or new industry resource that can
help. But as with any level of professional compe-
tition, it is often the true professionals who ben-
efit most from the emergence of a new option in
the marketplace. Realtors and sales agents have

THE_BEST
OF BOTH
WORLDS

long Ibught Zillow and others from entering into
the brokerage sphere, but Zillow's presence alone
has helped take the home buying/renting process
to new levels. Realtors who have adapted to this
technology have leveraged Zillow as a partner,
sometimes without any added expense. Managers
should expect to do the same.

'lechnology alone is not the solution, and during a
recent transaction I was reminded why. As I met
with a property manager and asked her to outline
the current market rates for available units, she
looked at me and said, "1 don't know-the com-
puter tells me what to charge." When I asked what
nearby competitors charged, she then admitted
to having not shopped the competition because,
again, the computer told her what to charge. Al-
though I was prepared with my own market data,
I was shocked at the casual and seemingly lacka-
daisical approach to product pricing by the man-
ager. Sure, a computer can help to maximize rev-
enue, but knowing your product and the market
as it relates to the price of your product gives you
a competitive advantage that will make you more
successful than any price setting solution ever will.
It's the personal approach and strong interperson-
al relationships that help managers thrive. Could
you imagine directing frustrated customers to a
computer terminal to solve their problems?

We have reached a point where we must em-
brace the new and the old: the best of both worlds.
Our success in business and in life depends on it. .
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A PRESENT
FOR ANY
OCCASION
As the year-end holidays approach, it's time to

make your gift list. Forget lush bath robes, fancy jewel-
ry and scented candles. Expensive, unimaginative presents
are a thing of the past. It's time to think outside the Tiffany
box.

This holiday season, or any time of the year, a perfect gift
is the gift of charity. Rita Hernandez, CPM, knows all about
this:

As my 60th birthday was approaching, I began to reflect
on my lj/è. My CPM designation and participation in local
and national events allowed me to have a great real estate
career. Other commercial real estate associates were always
impressed when finding out I was a CPM So an appro-
priate thank you to IREM was to ask for donations to the
Foundation in lieu ofgjftsfor me, in hopes that others would
also achieve what I was able to achieve proftssiona4y."

As a result of her selfless behavior, the Foundation received
over $1,400 in donations made in honor of Rita. Rita has
decided to continue her 6Ofor 60 Campaign through the end
of the year. She is asking for $60 donations in celebration of
her 60th birthday.

If you love this idea, start a campaign of your own by ask-
ing for donations to the IREM Foundation instead of birth-
day, wedding, holiday and anniversary presents.

The generosity shared by your friends, family and col-
leagues is sure to make your day. Enjoy both your special
occasion and the ability to help out others in need.

Throughout the years, Rita has been an outstanding
IREM Foundation Ambassador. She was introduced to
the work of the Foundation by 1981 IREM President,
Eugene Burger, CPM. Both are members of IREM San
Francisco Bay Area Chapter No. 21. Rita is a great ad-
vocate of the work of the Foundation-particularly the
scholarship program:

IREM Foundation Scholarships allow individuals interest-
ed in a career in real estate management to attend IREM
courses when they may not be in a position to have their com-
panies pay the tuition, nor do they have the financial where-
withal to pay it themselves. These individuals can still move

forward with their careers with the help of the Foundation."

As you consider your year-end tax planning, we hope you
will make the IREM Foundation your charity of choice. Less
altruistically, but still just as important, donors need to make
their end -of -year giving decisions by December 3P' to quali-
fy for a tax deduction in this calendar year.

Anyone interested in donating to the Foundation can
reach the organization at (312) 329-6008 or make a donation
online at www.iremfoundation.org.

KIMBERLY HOLMES (KHOLME&ÔIREM.ORG) IS MANAGER OF THE IREM FOUNDATION AT IREM HEADQUARTERS IN CHICAGO.
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11/3 - 11/6

NAR Conference & Expo
Location: Chicago

Visitor(s): All Officers

11/8 - 11/10

USGBC Greenbuild
Location: Boston

Visitor(s): Denise Froemming, CAE,
MBA, CPA, Todd Feist

11/16

Delaware Valley Chapter No. 3-CPM
Candidates' Reception, 3rd Annual
Holiday Gala & Awards Dinner
Location: Philadelphia
Visitor(s): Ben McGrew, CPM, CCIM

nPrPk1IPFR

12/1

Michigan Chapter No. 5-
Annual Inaugural Gala
Location: Grosse Pointe, Mich.
Visitor(s): Michael Lanning, CPM

12/6 - 7
Oregon -Columbia River Chapter
No. 29-Executive Committee
Dinner, 30th Annual Forecast
Breakfast & Outreach Meetings
Location: Portland, Ore.
Visitor(s): Michael Lanning, CPM

AMO HIRESJEFFREY S. SPICER
AS VICE PRESIDENT & PROJECT PARTNER TO
LEAD ITS EFFORTS IN TEXAS

Dominium, AMO, based in Minneapolis, has hired Jeffrey
S. Spicer as vice president and project partner to lead
the company's efforts in Texas. Spicer will be responsi-
ble for originating and overseeing new project develop-
ment, financing and acquisitions. He brings to Dominium
nearly 25 years of experience in the area of affordable
housing, where he has worked to develop successful
ventures in the state of Texas and across the south-
western part of the country.

"This was a unique opportunity to bring someone on board who already
has great knowledge and experience in Texas," said Mark Moorhouse, partner
and senior vice president of development at Dominium. "Jeff fits well within
the Dominium culture and supports our core values, does work by the same
professional standards and will help us to grow in this vibrant market,"

Prior to joining Dominium, Spicer was co-founder and principal at State
Street Housing Development in Greenville, Texas, where he developed afford-
able housing in Texas and the Southwest.

AD INDEX
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ment, financing and acquisitions. He brings to Dominium
nearly 25 years of experience in the area of affordable
housing, where he has worked to develop successful
ventures in the state of Texas and across the south-
western part of the country.

"This was a unique opportunity to bring someone on board who already
has great knowledge and experience in Texas," said Mark Moorhouse, partner
and senior vice president of development at Dominium. "Jeff fits well within
the Dominium culture and supports our core values, does work by the same
professional standards and will help us to grow in this vibrant market,"

Prior to joining Dominium, Spicer was co-founder and principal at State
Street Housing Development in Greenville, Texas, where he developed afford-
able housing in Texas and the Southwest.
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NEW CPM
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Mathew J. Meadows, CPM, ARM Christine Williams, CPM Megan E. Krauer, CPM

Caroline M. Mehra, CPM, ARM Jennifer E. Worsham, CPM Jessica M. Larson, CPM
Kim D. Arnold, CPM

Theresa Montgomery. CPM Jin Li Zhao, CPM Derek Lodge, CPM
Travis R. Baker, CPM

Erica L. Morrissey, CPM Nandi N. Malindi, CPM
James F. Baldacci, CPM

-' fl-I A

Dias Mukushev, CPM D 1" I lvi Paulito S. Maslog. CPM. ARM
Evgeny Bliznyukov, CPM

Marcella L. Navarrete, CPM Scott C. Aarvig, CPM Derek D. Mayo, CPM, ARM
Alice 0. Boss, CPM

Joseph S. Pappalardo. CPM, ACoM Adam M. Benoit, CPM Mark R. Meskauskas, CPM
Lynn 0. Cassell, CPM

Bradley Parker, CPM Anshu Bera, CPM Elm B. Michel - Midelfort, CPM
Debra Coleman, CPM

Kerin Peterson, CPM Tara L. Bevelacqua, CPM Lisa Nesbitt, CPM
Rebecca A. Cook, CPM

Bobbie B. Peterson, CPM Leslie R. Borges, CPM Amy E. Colons. CPM
David Dabson, CPM

Warren Raymond. CPM Grace Chow, CPM Mark W. Payne, CPM
Bonnie Donaldson, CPM

Benjamin 0. Rearick, CPM, ARM Serena M. Chu. CPM Lena A. Pitt, CPM
Jesika R. Evans, CPM. ARM

Whitney L. Rump, CPM Kelsey E. Clark, CPM, ARM Ryan Planegger, CPM
Jeff M. Fritz, CPM

Alexandr Ryumkin, CPM Christopher Cockerham, CPM April E. Polimeni, CPM
George Ghally, CPM

Julie Schraeger, CPM Brenda B. Conville, CPM Jasmine E. Porter, CPM
Michael D. Giudici, CPM

Bradbury Sears, CPM John Eagan, CPM Robert Reynolds, CPM
Edward A. Golding, CPM

Monica 5, Sewell, CPM Newton H. Farmer, CPM Janine M. Rose, CPM
Diane Harvey, CPM, ACoM

Bradley R. Shaw, CPM Joseph P. Fazekas, CPM Tina Schreiber, CPM
James Hendershot, CPM

Sheila M. Spellman, CPM, ARM Sean P. Flinn, CPM. ARM Monica M. Starr. CPM. ARM
Emily P. Hidalgo, CPM

Craig B. Stambaugh. CPM, ACoM John "Jack" Galvin, CPM John E. Stoner, CPM
Anton Kastyukevich, CPM

Sergey Stupin. CPM Cathy A. Hamilton, CPM Michelle A. White, CPM
Kimberly L. Kirby, CPM

Deidra M. Tart, CPM J. B, Hollis, CPM Reggie D. Winfield, CPM
Dana Krivopusk, CPM

Ekaterina Telyukanova, CPM Matthew Jayjack, CPM Paige Young, CPM
Aleksandr Krupyshev, CPM

Lauren C. Tyler, CPM Patricia E. Jones, CPM Val A. Young. CPM
Marina Kukharenko, CPM

Priscilla K. Umemoto, CPM, ARM Alisha R. Kay, CPM
Justin K. Lucy, CPM

Heidi L. Walker, CPM Anna Kaydanovskaya, CPM
Michael D. McQueen, CPM

Stephenie R. Wendt, CPM Matthew Knowles, CPM
Marian McWilliams, CPM
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Sustainability is gooiJ management.

NEW IREM CERTIFIED
SUSTAINABLE PROPERTY
RECIPIENTS

The Bravern Signature Residences,
Bellevue, Wash.

Vineyards at Valley View Apartments,
El Dorado Hills, Calif.

7700 France Avenue, Edina, Minn.

The Lodge at Napa Junction,
American Canyon, Calif.

NoHo Flats, Tampa, Fla.

The Villa at River Pointe Drive Apartments,
Maumelle, Ark.
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STEADY COURSE IN CENTRAL ILLINOIS

"We have two largc, high -end apartment developments
under construction that will be opening slowly over the
next five years. That should absorb plenty of whatever extra
demand we have for the coming few years. We have a stable
local economy fueled by the service and medical industries,
which probably led to development of the 600 units now
being built."

Grant Holloway, CPM, ARM / General Manager
Apartment Mart of Springfield, Springfield, Ill.

Sector 02 2017 VOY Change 02 2017 YOY Rent
Vacancy Rate (Basis Points) Asking Rent Growth

Apartment 4.3 :io $1332 4.8%

Office 17.6 0 $30.55 1.8%

Retail 12.6 80 $19.96 0.7%

Source: Reis Inc. I
I

Jul.  . .
.1.1.1.1 
.1.1.1.1 . . . .

NDANAPOLS
"I'his is the best that the apartment market has been, at
least in recent memory. Demand is still very high. We arc
off a little bit from the peaks we saw in 2013 and 2014 clue
to new developments that have delivered, but Indianapolis
has been blessed with good job growth. A lot of tech sector
employment is coming to the city, led by Salesforce, Cum-
mins and a few other companies that are bringing in very
high -paying, entry-level jobs."

Michael Collins, CPM / Regional Property Manager
Flaherty & Collins Properties, AMO, Indianapolis

Sector 02 2017 YOY Change 02 2017 YOY Rent
Vacancy Rate (Basis Points) Asking Rent Growth

Apartment 5.4% -20 $823 3.4%

Office 18.4% -130 $18.68 1.3%

Retail 15.3% 110 $15.39 0.5%

Source: Reis Inc.

'One thing we are analyzing closely is the length of stay
trends. It's one thing to have strong multifamily demand
downtown right now, but when turnover happens in a few
years, will the demand still be there to backfill? We are cur-
rently seeing an average length of stay right around 1.5 years.
So, developers need to be looking into the future a year and a
half at a time, to make sure units don't remain vacant."

Anne C. Ficeli, CPM I Managing Director, Michigan, Real
Estate Management Services / Colliers International, AMO
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Sector 02 2017 YOY Change 02 2017 YOV Rent
Vacancy Rate (Basis Points) Asking Rent Growth

Apartment 2.4% 20 $972
.

3.2%

Office 23.9% -120 $19.83 1.2%

Retail 11.4% -10 $17.64 0.4%

Source: Reis Inc. I

1II.... I

lH 111011111

COLOBUS
"The office market has been steady, yet growilig in Central
Ohio, with trending positive net absorption for nearly the
past two years. The suburban market is holding its own
despite some larger companies downsizing in the area. New
construction in the central business district is growing, and
there seems to be renewed excitement due to new, predomi-
ii antly mixed -use projects under development."

Aaron M. Dorsch, CPM / Vice President, Regional Manager
Paradigm Capital Advisors I Paradigm Properties, Columbus

Sector 02 2017 YOY Change 02 2017 YOY Rent
Vacancy Rate (Basis Points) Asking Rent Growth

Apartment 4.2% 10 $874 2.9%

Office 18.4% 80 $18.95 0.7%

Retail 12.6% 0 $13.35 I 1.1%

Source: Reis Inc.

BETH MATTSON-TEIG IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN REM
MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM®, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCASfâIREM.ORG.
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It's a Good Day when...

ABM Makes a Difference
in Your Building

Did you know that you can rely on ABM to provide services for every aspect of your building? From the
parking lot to the rooftop, put your facility service burden on us. Your tenants will thank you.

Our Services:

Electrical&Lighting g HVAC&Mechanical MissionCritical

® Energy if Janitorial o, Parking&Transportation

R' Facilities Engineering Landscape Grounds

We also offer one-time and regularly scheduled services such as power washing,
floor care and restoration, and parking lot striping and sweeping.

Learn more or get started today!
Visit ABM.com/Commercial or calL 800.874.0780. Building Value
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Optimize your leasing process
with a powerful, easy -to -use,
deal management tool for
brokers and asset managers.
Manage deals through the
pipeline, compare NER across
proposals and access real-
time lease and availability
information to close more
deals faster.
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